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"He who owns the oil will own the world,

for he will rule the sea by means of

the heavy oils, the air by means of the

ultra-refined oils, and the land by means

of petrol and illuminating oils. And, in

addition to this, he will rule his fellow

men in an economic sense, by reason of

the fantastic wealth he will derive from

oil - the vtfonderful substance which is

more sought after and more precious than

gold itself."

Excerpt from letter written
by Henry Berenger, the
French Senator, to Gleraenceau
on December 12, 1919.
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INTRODUCTION

Eight years ago foreign developments seemed to be

of little importance to the American petroleum industry.

"Yet, within the past few years considerable attention has

been attracted by foreign oil production and refining. Hov/-

ever, much that now appears to be significant in the world

oil problem had its inception prior to the present decade.

In recent years the increase in the number and

capacity of foreign sources of crude petroleum, considera-

tions of national economy, and improvements in refinery

technology have contributed to the establishment of

petroleum refineries in many foreign countries and to in-

creases in capacity and efficiency of refineries in

countries that had oil plants.

The development of the petroleum industry abroad

is of intimate concern to the American industry because of

the position of petroleum products in our export trade.

Exports of petroleum products as a group take third place

among major classifications of American exports and rank

second among manufactured or processed commodities exported.

Machinery and manufactured cotton are the only other

exported commodities that exceed petroleum products.

In 1930, a year of low petroleum prices, the ex-

ports from the United States of all petroleum products

amounted to |:494 , 339 ,000. (refined products alone

$438,195,000.), a value which was exceeded only by the ex-

ports of machinery and manufactured cotton. The market for
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American refined products is affected in no small measure by

the refining capacity of foreign countries. This is

indicated "by the exports of gasoline. The United States ex-

ported 6,543,000 barrels in 1921 and 63,195,000 barrels in

1930, with a consistent increase in each intervening year.

The ratio of American exports of gasoline to the world's

exports was not so favorable, for while the United States

supplied 45 per cent of the gasoline exported by the ten

leading gasoline exporting countries in 1921, which rose to

a peak of 72 per cent in 1924, the ratio declined to 49 per

cent in 1930. Obviously, foreign refining capacity is in-

creasing more rapidly than foreign demand for refined

petroleiim products.

The growing production of crude petroleum and the

development of refineries abroad, with the resultant compe-

tition in refined petroleum products, make it increasingly

important that the American producer and exporter should

keep posted concerning foreign markets and their trend.

The United States occupies an outstanding position

in the international trade in these products, its foreign

sales of such products being about equal to that of the rest

of the world combined.

In t}ie following thesis, the first part will be

devoted to the oil industry in .general, dealing with its

history, the various phases of the industry by which the

crude product is manufactured into usable and marketable

products, the demand for and utilization of the products,

and finally, consideration of its waste and possible methods
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concerning its conservation.

The second part of the thesis will treat more

specifically with the producing and refining industry and

activities in foreign countries. Also, American participa-

tion in the world markets will be considered and this

section will include statistics and remarks on exports and

imports of crude petroleum and its refined products by

quantity and by country cf destination or source.





CHAPTER I

HISTORY

First Evidence of Crude Oil

Crude Petrole"um is an oily liquid, composed

principally of carbon and hydrogen, in addition to some sul-

pher, a little oxygen, and certain nitrogenous substances.

Evidence of this crude petroleum in ancient times was shov/n

by the fact that its compounds played an important part in

building operations. Modern excavations in Assyria and

Babylonia revealed fragments of brick with an asphalt

cement clinging to them. Water-tight cisterns with similar

material used as coating for their walls have also been dis-

covered. The pitch said to have been used to cement the

seams of Noah' s Ark and the sam.e substance used in building

the Tower of Babel is believed to have been a mineral

product associated vdth petroleum. The petroleum saturated

soil on the Russian shore of tne Caspian Sea, which, even

now, bursts into flame when a lighted match is applied to

it, is supposed to have furnished the soui'ce of the sacred

everlasting fires to which the Parsees made their pilgrim-

age from India and for tne worship of which they built the

Temple of Surakkany. Petroleum figured in tne pharmacopoeia

of the ancient Chinese, who considered it valuable because

of its curative qualities. Even the Indians of North

America before the coming of the white man v/ere known to

have used it as a medicine and lighted it in honor of the

Gods. Later on, early American pioneers, pushing forward

over the Alleghenies, discovered it in their search for
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salt, near the salt brine, secured from drilled wells. (1)

At this time petroleum was looked upon merely as a nuisance

since its value as an illuminant had not yet been

recognized. (1)

Early Experiments

In the year 1847 an Englishman named James Young

made some experiments in distilling oil from coal and

afterwards from the rich oil-bearing Scotch shales. Young

took only a theoretical interest in these experiments, for

no one knew then of any practical use for this oil. His

experiments were very successful and Young discovered that

his petroleum found eager purchasers outside of England,

namely, in Berlin. Stohwasser, a lamp manufacturer in

Berlin, had been trying to make a lamp capable of burning

a lighter and more fluid oil, and after experimenting for

years, achieved success in 1855. He obtained a sample of

Yoi-mg's Scotch petroleum, and as it made splendid fuel for

his lamp, he immediately attempted to get control of this

cheap and apparently worthless oil. Thus the birth of the

modern lamp and discovery of a fuel occurred, the practical

utilization of which was to grow to immense proportions

within a few years. (2)

The paraffin lamp was soon known and used all

over Europe. The various natural deposits of oil in

Galicia, Roumania, Alsace, North Italy and other places in

Europe were thoroughly exploited and could not satisfy

1: StockirLg,G.'.V. - "The Oil Industry and the Competitive
System" - p. 6

2: Mohr,ii. - "The Oil Vi/ar" - p. 7-8
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the greatly a-ugmented demand. It was known that there were

vast oil fields in the Caucasus, but political conditions

prevented its exploitation. (3)

By the middle of the nineteenth century, kerosene,

or be^er named "'coal oil'', had been refined in this

country fo? illuminating purposes by the distillation of

cannel coal. During the succeeding years its use became

more widespread, especially in Eastern cities. In 1854

Jonathan Eveleth and George Bissell, New York lawyers, con-

ceived the idea of securing a cheaper illuminating oil from

crude petroleum. They journeyea to Western Pennsylvania

where oil seeps were known to occur. They secured a sample

of petroleum near Oil Creek which they sent with a request

for an analysis to Professor Benjamin Sillraan of Yale

University, one of the most noted chemists of his day.

Professor Sillman reported that he found in the sample the

source of a good illuminant and a good lubricant.

Encouraged by this report, Bissell and Eveleth organized

the Pennsylvania Rock Oil Company for the purpose of oil

production. They achieved little success and after 1858

the Company was unheard of. (1)

In 1359 James IJ. Townsend, a New York lawyer who

had been one of the original stockholders in the Pennsyl-

vania Rock Oil Company, obtained the services of E. L.

Drake (a man with apparently no special qualifications for

the task, having been formerly a conductor on the New York

and New Haven Railroad) to make another attempt in the Oil

Creek region to obtain petroleum in commercial quantities.

3: Ibid - p. 8-9
1: Stocking, G.W. - Op. Cit. - p. 7





Drake's efforts proved successful and small quantities of

petroleum were secured from oil springs and sold on the

market for twenty dollars a barrel. With an idea of in-

creasing production, it was decided to drill a well and, if

possible, find the source of oil. (2) Work was begun in

the early part of 1859, and in Aiogust of the same year, at

a depth of sixty-nine feet, the hole filled half full of

fluid. A small pump was installed and the well yielded

about one thousand gallons of oil daily. (1)

Vi/ithin a few years petroleum became the main de-

pendence of civilized communities for illumination. In

1B60 its sole use was as a source of refined kerosene , which

served for purposes of illumination, as a superior substitute

for whale oil, tallow candles, and "coal oil".

The process of distillation was simple since the

crude still which had formerly been used in the distillation

of coal oil was readily adapted to the new industry. This

process yielded benzene, gasoline, kerosene, paraffin, and

a residuum of tar. The demand for gasoline was small at

first and there was a constant tendency to mix it with com-

mercial kerosene despite the increased danger of explosion.

The commercial traffic in "coal oil" had already attained

considerable development. ("S^)

In the very year that Drake discovered oil,Mervil

and Donner, refining chemists in Boston, distilled 7500

tons of coal, and were said to have cleared $100,000. (3)

2: Ibid - p. 7

1: Stocking, G.W. - Op. Git. - p. 7

2: Ibid - p. 8-9
3: Ibid
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The Drake well was completed in August 1859, and

during the remaining months of the year, it produced two

thousand barrels of oil, which sold on the market at twenty

dollars a barrel. Enormous profits, foreseen by a specula-

tive public in this industry, brought on a veritable oil

boom. The result was a phenomenal increase in production

and the problems of storage and transportation became

really serious. There were not enough barrels in America

to handle the increased output, nor were the reservoirs

dug in the earth adequate, as the loss from evaporation,

from capillary attraction, and from fire was great.

Necessity led to the construction and use of large wooden

tanks, which, in turn, gave way to the economical and

durable iron or steel tanks which are used today. (1)/V

Early Difficulties

In about the middle of the sixties the whole oil

industry had been organized on a regular, legalized basis.

A big difficulty at the outset proved to be in

restraining the oil from gushing forth day and night. Due

to lack of storage facilities, the oil overflowed, often

forming regular lakes or rivers in the surrounding territory.

The gushing stream often caught on fire, due to its large

natural gas content. (2)

These difficulties were soon overcome, however,

and a new problem arose in the bitter and unscrupulous

rivalry of various oil refineries. There were about two

hundred and fifty of them in the United States by the late

sixties and they controlled the price, not the producers.

1: Stocking, G. 7/. - Op. Git. - p. 9

2: IvIohr,A. - Op. Cit. - p. 20
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Cut-throat competition becarae such a menace that production

almost came to a standstill in 1870. It therefore became

evident that a powerful organization, capable of uniting

the many conflicting interests under joint control, was

sorely needed. (^)

Rise of the Standard Oil Co.

The man to create such an organization appeared

at this ti.Tie in the person of John Davison Rockefeller, who

was then barely thirty years old. He gained his first com-

mercial experience as a bookkeeper. His connection in the

oil industry dates from 1862, when his firm became

financially interested in an oil refinery founded by Samuel

Andrews. The little sum which he Invested in this under-

taking gave him such a splendid return at first that he

decided to give up his agency business three years later

and devote himself entirely to oil. (1)

After working in partnership with various persons

for several years, during which time he steadily added to

his own fortune, he joined forces with his brother , William

Rockefeller, who also had a large refinery, Samuel Andrews,

and two wealthy l^ew York merchants. These men united to form,

in 1870, the famous Standard Oil Company. The original

capital of tne Company was one million dollars and it in-

creased to three and one-half millions in 1874. Its presi-

dent and moving spirit from the outset was John D. Rockefeller .( 2)

At the beginning. Standard Oil owned no producing

wells, and owns but a few of the wells in the United States

today. Its business is, and always has been, confined

3: Ibid - p. 21-22
1: Mohr,A. - Op. Cit. - p. 22
2: Ibid - p . 23
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primarily to the refining and transporting of rock oil ex-

tracted by others. It became gradually omnipotent in this

field, and for years had unchallenged power to fix the

market price of the refined petroleum, (3)

Standard Oil made secret agreements with railroads,

securing secret rebates for Standard Oil products and pro-

cured exclusive rights to lay pipe lines between railroad

lines. No means of any description were neglected by

Standard Oil in hindering tne activities of its rival pro-

ducers. Rockefeller was bound to exercise unchallenged

sway over the oil market and unite the industry under one

will. (1)

The name "trust" was applied to Standard Oil in

1882 when all the large and small companies which Rocke-

feller had reduced to dependence were amalgamated into one

huge corporation, with a capital of some seventy million

dollars. At the head of the Company were nine directors or

trustees. At the time of reorganization in 1882, Standard

Oil claimed control over approximately nine-tenths of the

oil production of the United States. (2)

Out of an estimated world consumption of 35

million barrels of petroleum in 1882, at least 30 million

barrels came from the State of Pennsylvania, where Rocke-

feller held sway. (3)

Up to this time, 1882, petroleum was used as an

illurainant. However, Edison had introduced his first

electric filament lamp in 1881 at Paris, and in 1885, Gott-

lieb Daimlet, the German engineer, succeeded in constructing

3: Ibid - p. 23
1: I,:ohr,A. - Op. Git. - p. 25-2 6

2: Ibid - p. 27
3: Ibid - p. 28
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the first workable gasoline engine, both of these new in-

ventions developed, rapidly and Edison's lamp threatened to

supersede petroleum as a source of illumination, (1)

In France, the real home of the automobile industry,

there were no more than 1672 motor cars in 1899, while about

600 motor cars were manufactured in the United States in the

same year. At the end of ten years time. United States had

about a million cars, and numbers in other countries were

considerable, though not so large. In addition, every new

motor boat and the numerous internal combination engines in

factories proved new markets for petroleum, ( 2

)

By 1910 world production in petroleum had risen to

328 million barrels and, fortunately, machines were invented

which could use this source of energy. In the years after

1910, oil was introduced as the fuel for ships in practic-

ally every fleet in the world. (3)

The organization of the Standard Oil Company v/as

monarchlal . The nine trustees, who had sovereign power to

direct tne Company's affairs, owned more than half of its

share capital. By 1882 the original company v/as divided

into four subsidiary companies - namely, the "Standard Oil

Company of Ohio", "Standard Oil Company of New York'',

"Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania" , and the "Standard

Oil Company of New Jersey" respectively, and the process of

subdivision continued until 1911, when the trust included

no less than seventy different companies. The division was

only formal, for the nine trustees had control over all the

-1; Mohr, A. - Op. Cit. - p. 30-32

2: Mohr, A. - Op. Git. - p. 33

3: Ibid - p. 34
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new companies, in addition to banks, real estate properties,

etc. (1)

In 1911 the oil trust was condemned as illegal by

the Supreme Court of the United States because it was

judged that the methods resorted to by the leaders of the

trust showed that their aim was to create a monopoly in the

oil industry by abnormal means. Nevertheless, the "de

facto" control of the whole concern remained as before in

the hands of the old company, the Standard Oil Company of

New Jersey, whose capital had increased to 600 million

dollars . ( 2)

Rise of the Royal -Dutch -Shell Company

The Royal Dutch Compsny was founded at the Hague

in 1890 and was formed for the purpose of extracting crude

oil in the Sunda Islands. Its capital amounted to 1,300,000

florins. It received important concessions, especiall7/' in

Sumatra, from the Dutch Government. The sale of crude oil

during the first few years failed to come up to expectations

and the Company, at the siiggestlon of Mr, Kessler, its able

director, erected a refinery at Batavia, also increasing its

capital to 1,700,000 florins, but paying no dividends. (3)

By 1894 the Company was in position to pay a

dividend of 8 per cent and in the following year it paid no

less than 44 per cent, although the capital had been in-

creased to two and one-third million florins. The peak came

in 1897, when it declared a dividend of 52 per cent on a

capital of five million florins. (4)

1: Mohr,A. - Op.Cit. - p. 38
2: Ibid - p. 42
3| Ibid - p . 52
4: Ibia - p. 52-55
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At this time Rockefeller turned his attention to

this young and aggressive rival and tried hard to crush it,

as he had done to so many other competing enterprises.

Nevertheless, after ruthless attempts to buy up the majority

shares in Royal Dutch and to wage financial war on this same

company in every place where it had established offices for

the sale of oil, e.g., by selling oil below cost, the Ro7/al

Dutch emergea victorious, and subsequently, Standard Oil

gave up the fight in 1901. {6)

Its victorious fight was due for the most part to

its intimate connection with the Rothschilds, Europe's most

powerful banking firm. In addition, it had a man of force

and brilliant foresight, Henri W. A. Deterding, the future

director-general of the Company, who mace Royal Dutch the

financial world power which it is today. He was mainly re-

sponsible for getting the Rothschilds' aid, (1)

The Royal Dutch sold its production in oversea

markets and had used most of its profits in laying down

pipelines and building plants. It owned very few tankers at

thi s t ime .

Another oil company, the Shell Transport and

Trading Company had some of the largest and best equipped

tankers afloat. Its owner and founder was Sir Marcus Samuel,

and Englishman, lAhose original business had been in sea-

shells. He had obtained important oil concess ions , espe cially

in Borneo. (2)

Thus, circumstances made Shell and Royal Dutch

bitter rivals, the former controlling transpbrt, the latter

3: Mohr,A. - p. 53
1: Ibid - p. 54-55
2: Ibid - p. 56-57
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controlling production.

Finally in 1902 they both came to terms and

established the Asiatic Petroleum Selling Company to take

over and sell all its production and handle all its tankers.

The share capital of Asiatic Petroleum was divided into

three parts: one -third being held by Royal Dutch, one -third

by Shell, and one-third by the Rothschilds in Paris respect-

ively. The new combine adopted the name of the Royal-Dutch-

Shell, which is, in reality, a holding company like the

former Standard Oil Company of i*lew Jersey. The actual busi-

ness is transacted by two subsidiary companies, the British

"Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Company'' and, more especially, the

Dutch "Baataafsche Petroleum Maatschappi J
" , both founded in

1907. On the board of management of Baataafsche Petroleum

Maatschappij there are seven Royal Dutch and three Shell

representatives, while 60 per cent of Anglo-Saxon's capital

belongs to Royal Dutch and 40 per cent to Shell. (3) There-

fore, the Dutch interest predominates in both companies , but

Dutch capital is not predominant in the Royal Dutch. The

French have an interest, due to the Rothschilds, and the

British interest is very large, though this cannot be proved

by documentary evidence. (1)

The Baataafsche subsidiary took over the management

of all property, refineries, pipes, etc., in the area of pro-

duction while the Anglo-Saxon subsidiary undertook the

storage and transport of the finished product which was

finally sold through Asiatic Petroleum. (2)

3: Mohr,A. - Op.Cit.
1: Ibid - p. 58
2: Ibid - p. 59

- p. 57-68
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The number of companies included in the Royal -Dutch

-

Shell trust is estimated to be quite large and they cover

widely differentiated activities as well as controlling a

vast field of operations. They have bought or got control

of producing fields all over the world as v/ell as having

sold their refined products in all the world's markets. (3)

In 1912, Deterding purchased a number of important

oil fields in Western America, and founded a new company:

California Oil Fields, Ltd. This company was soon followed

by others: the Roxana Petroleum Company of Oklahoma, the

Roxana Petroleum Corporation of Virginia, the Shell Company

of California, and a number more. They also went into

Mexico and Central America, first with the La Corona Company

and then with the gigantic Mexican Eagle Company. They even

thrust themselves into Venezuela and Trinidad. (4)

Deterding won over Great Britain's powerful support

for his company. All over the v;orld today the Royal-Dutch-

Shell and the Anglo -Per sian Oil Company are the leading

representatives of the British State in the fight for poss-

ession of oil fields. In order to safeguard Great Britain's

oil supplies during the Great War, Deterding placed himself

and his company at their disposal. In return, the British

Government rewarded the Royal Dutch with its active

political backing. (1)

Anglo -Per si an Oil Company
, Ltd .

Another oil company which has gained considerable

3 : Mohr ,A. - Op. Cit. - p. 50
4: Ibid - p. 63
1: Ibid - p. 63
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prestige in the world's oil industry is the Anglo-Persian

Oil Company, Ltd. This Company was registered in London in

1909 to work a concession (originally obtained from the

Persian Government by William Knox D'Arcy), which runs for

60 years from May 28, 1901, and gives the exclusive right to

drill for, produce, pipe and carry av/ay natural gas, petrol-

eum, asphalt, etc., throughout the Persian Empire, except in

the provinces of Azarbai jan, Gilan, I.lazandoran, Astrabad , and

Kurasan, i.e., an area of about 500,000 square miles (1)

After much unsuccessful drilling in the neighbor-

hood of Qast-i-3hirin and elsewhere, oil was struck in large

quantities in the year 1908 at Mas jid-i-Sulaiman, about 30

miles east of Shiister in the province of Khuzistan (South-

West Persia). (2) By 1913 the company was in need of

further capital and, as the British Admiralty was then anx-

ious to secure fresh sources of supply for its fuel oil, the

Government entered into an agreement #iereby they agreed to

subscribe for 2,000,000 ordinary shares and 1,000 preference

shares, out of a total capital of 4,000,000 shares and

further subscribe for 199,000 pounds of debentures in the

Anglo-Persian Oil Company. This act of Parliament was fol-

lowed cy another in 1919, when the Company's capital was

raised and the Government's subscription increased to

5,000,000 ordinary shares, keeping intact the Government's

control. (3) This control still subsists.

Through the British Tanker Company, Ltd . , the Anglo-

It Encyclopedia Britannica
2: Ibid
3: Mohr,A. - Op.Cit. - p. 127
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Persian Oil Company controls some 80 tank steamers, all built

in Great Britain, and having a total carrying capacity of

over 700,000 tons; and through subsidiary companies it oper-

ates refineries in South Wales, Scotland, and (through

associated companies) in France, Australia, and Argentina.

The greater part of the present crude production is refined

at Abadam in Persia, The Company's main production is still

obtained from ivlas jid-i-Sulaiman and is conveyed by pipe lines

to its refinery at Abadam on the Shatt -el-Arab , a distance of

145 miles. (2)

By this concession the Persian Government takes a

cut of 16 per cent on the yearly net profits of the Anglo-

Persian Oil Company. Also, this Company employes 26,000

persons, most of whom are Persians. (3)

"British Controlled Oil Fields "

The Anglo-Persian Oil Company was no longer

sufficient for Great Britain's needs in 1918, and they found

a new company, the "British Controlled Oilfields" , specially

commissioned to fight the Standard Oil. Like the Anglo-

Persian, it was entirely in the hands of the British Govern-

ment under the system of the Voting Trust. Thus Great

Britain had three big companies with which to search for and

control the oil fields of the world. (4)

Russian Oil Companies

The modern Russian petroleum industry first came

into existence in 1875 although the oil wells of Baku, in the

2: Encyclopedia Eritannica.
3: Ibid.

4: Denny - p. 10
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Caucasus, seem to have been known in ancient times. It was

founded by Robert Nobel, an elder ./brother of Alfred Nobel,

the Swedish founder of the Nobel prizes. With a third

brother, Robert Nobel managed an arms factory that his father

had erected at St. Petersburg. On a business journey to the

Caucasus early in the seventies he discovered the rich oil

wells on the Apscheron peninsula at Baku and with his first-

rate technical and comraercial education, was well a.vare that

petroleum extraction had already become a great industry in

the ne'vv world. After several years experimental work at

Baku, he and his brother, Ludwig, founded, in 1876, the old

firm, Nobel Brothers, which they maintained as the premier

Russian oil firm until the Bolsheviks socialized the \ifcole

industry in 1917. In 191.5 its capital had increased to 30

million gold roubles (rouble approximately 50 cents) and con-

trolled about 14 per cent of the Russian production of

petroleum. (1)

The firm of Nobel was not only the founder, but also

the leading firm in the industry both as regards technical

developments and treatment of its employees. They laid the

first pipe line in the Caucasus, and constructed the first

tank wagon there for the transport of oil. (2)

A pipe line was laid by the Russian State from Baku

to Batum in the nineties. This was completed in 1906 and

gave their oil a transportation outlet by way of the Black

Sea to other markets. The Russian petroleum Industry found

a market so large, and at the same time so easily accessible,

1: Mohr,A. - Op. Cit.
2: Ibid - p. 69

- p. 68-69
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that since the close of last century Russia has exercised a

constantly declining influence upon the international

petroleum industry. In the 'nineties the Russians still ex-

ported to the Orient and Far East considerable quantities of

petroleum, but this almost entirely ceased by 1913, due to

severe competition from Standard Oil and the Royal Dutch,

v/ith their big, up-to-date tankers, although it v/as also due

to the increasing demand in the Russian market. All sales

in the Russian market were made from large reservoirs and

tanks established and controlled by the State. (1)

Caucasian petroleum did not have the Russian market

all to itself, however. Owing to the long distance and the

high railway freights, it had great difficulty in competing

in North Russia, strange as it may seem, because of the

American oil imported by the infinitely cheaper sea route. (2)

All the oil fields in the Caucasus were at first

State -owned. However, in the seventies, a very considerable

part of this oil-bearing country was either sold by auction

or leased. In both cases the State stipulated that it

should receive a certain percentage of production. (3)

Much of the capital in these sales by auction was

foreign. It was partly Swedish (Nobel Brothers), and

especially English, and French capital (The Rothschilds).

The latter ov/ned tv/o large companies, the "Societe de

Mazout", which seems to be chiefly a selling company. Both

companies were taken over in 1912 by the Shell Transport and

Trading Company. (4)

1: Mohr,A. - Op. Cit. - p. 70-72
2: Ibid - p. 72
3: Ibid - p. 73
4: Ibid - p. 73
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Internationally, the position of the Russian Oil

industry was v/eakened by the fact that it was not subject to

the directive control of a single company in contrast to the

American or West-European oil industries. It had always been

in the hands of a large number of companies of pretty nearly

the same strength, whose capital was derived from various

foreign countries;-- Sweden, France, England, etc. The re-

sult v/as that the Russian oil industry never became a

monopoly up to the time when the Soviet Government came into

power. (1)

When the Soviet Government came into power and con-

fiscated all the fields under exploitation, they organized

the petroleum industry as a Government monopoly, the control

of the industry being vested in a number of trusts charged

with, conduct of the various phases. Unit control is possible

on account of Government ownership and operation of all the

oil fields. Absence of property lines and lease obligations

permits the development of each structure in accordance with

the best judgment of the technologists in charge. (2)

Introducing Kerosene into China

The Standard Oil Company was responsible for teach-

ing the Chinese how to use lamp oil. They did this by

distributing, at first gratis, and afterwards, when this

became too expensive, at cost price, hundreds of thousands

of cheap oil lamps, each of which bore the inscription TvTei

Foo - Good Luck. China had a population of 400 millions

1: Mohr,A. - Op. Cit. - p. 75
2: Institutions of Petroleum Technologists Journal, March

1934 - p. 126a
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and was a safe and unlimited market for American petroleum. ( -5)

But Mr. Deterding of the Royal Dutch interfered with

Standard's plans because he was able to sell the Chinese

petroleum at a price considerably below that which the Ameri-

cans could afford to ask, thanks to the circumstance that

his oil fields were much nearer, and the expense of trans-

port proportionately lower. (4)

Summary

To sum up, we have witnessed the evolution of

petroleum from a dirty oily liquid, looked upon as a nuisance,

to almost a necessity of ' life as a source of energy, a

source of heat, and a source of light.

Its discovery resulted in the birth of a new indus-

try and the consequent employment of millions of men. i hs we

shall see in a later chapter, its products are used in

virtually every factory, vehicle, and home.

Its rise has been swift. In reality, the petroleum

industry is only about seventy-five years old and it con-

tinues to grow yearly.

Vtf'e have seen the struggle of the two great oil

giants, the Standard Oil Company and the Royal-Dutch -Shell

,

each trying to outdo and outguess the other.

Finally, we have perceived the growth of the Anglo-

Persian Oil Company in Persia and the beginning of the

Russian oil industry in a country where the oil resources

are not yet fully developed, but which have proven to be

limitless at the present time. This is the country which

3: Mohr,A. - Op.Cit. - p. 61
4: Ibid - p. 61-62
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will surpass United States in production in the near future

when the reserves of this country have been used up.

The next chapter will deal with the oil industry

itself in all its phases.
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CHAPTER II

THE OIL INDUSTRY

Nature and Origin of Petroleum

It is now most generally believed by geologists that

crude petroleum has been formed from the organic remains of

marine, plant and animal life. This material was laid down

along ancient seacoasts, in lagoons, swamps, and deltas, in

water-deposited shales and clays, where complete oxidation

was prevented by the quiet nature of the waters. Other beds

of material have been superimposed on this, until a thick

covering has been forced. Time, pressure, and heat have

brought about changes in these organic remains which have re-

sulted in. the formation of petroleum. Time has been the most

important factor, for petroleum is the result of thousands

and even millions of years. (1)

While the data concerning the reservoirs in which

oil accumulates are more abundant and exact than the informa-

tion relating to its origin, little is definitely known

concerning the relationship between these reservoirs and

probable source beds, and much is to be learned about the

structure of oil fields. The most common type of reservoir

rocks are known technically by their shapes as "anticlines",

"monoclines", and "domes". These are simply the hi^^her parts

or folds or wrinkles in the beds of rock. (2)

1: Stocking, G.V/. - "The Oil Industry and the Competitive
Systems" - p. 124

2: Osborn,C. - "Oil Economics" - p. 67
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Geological Aspects

V/hen a geologist refers to "rock", he means any

form of soil, clay, or shale, sand, and lime, or hardened

forms of these materials. With the exception of "igneous"

rocks, which were formed by the cooling and hardening of

molten rock after intense heat and which is supposed to

make up the Earth's core, the mantle rocks, including por-

tions of these hard igneous rocks, have been worked over

many times by erosion and deposition. Water, wind and temp-

erature changes

View of "tVia. Occorrcrjcc ^vi< MiV)\.V)9 of Oi\^V)<i, G^^^S

are the principal agents of erosion. (1)

The beds of rock have been subjected to pressure

and heat at possibly very great depths and were thus

wrinkled and folded like a newspaper when laid upon a table

1: Osborn, C. - Op. Git. - p. 67
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and subjected to stresses and twisting with the hand. In

some places the formations have been broken or have slipped,

producing what is technically called a "fault". (2) In a

few places, e.g. Mexico, molten rocks have been pushed up-

ward into the mantle rocks, where they formed "plugs" or

"sills" against which oil has accumulated. Petroleum is

also known to have accumulated in sand and limestone bodies

adjacent to buried mountain ranges and old shore lines. In

a few instances oil is found under conditions where there is

apparently no structure, except lenses of sand that have

pinched out adjoining impervious beds, which created a sealed

reservoir which would not permit the escape of oil. (1)

All oil deposits that have been found to date are

covered by impervious beds of rock, sometimes kno^vn as "cap

rock". The producing horizons vary widely in porosity and

degree of consolidation, both of which are important factors

in the rate of production and ultimate yield. Water is

generally found in the same layer as the oil, but being

heavier, it occurs in the lower parts of the formations.

Free gas, being lighter than oil, is generally found at the

top of the structures. The pressure of the free and occluding

gases in solution, and of the water, forces the oil into the

hole and to the surface, when the bit penetrates the cap

cock. (2)

The problem of the geologist is to find subsurface

structures that will produce oil. The large proportion of

them are found to be barren Vifhen drilled because:- they are

2: Osborn,C. - Op. Git.
1: Ibid - p. 68
2: Ibid - p. 68

-p. 63
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not adjacent to source beds, conditions were not favorable

for the accuiriulation of the oil in corarnercial quantities from

its original sources, or the oil, if present at one time,

has escaped. The chances are obviously better for finding

oil in structures than elsewhere, but there is no positive

way to locate structures or oil in advance of drilling.

Geological methods and knowledge are helpful, though not

conclusive, in locatinei structures which may or may not con-

tain oil. (1)

Methods of Locating Oil Beds

The location of the first well was determined by

the presence of oil seepages at the earth's surfaces. Since

that time, chance has played the greatest role in oil ex-

ploitation, and the willingness on the part of investors to

stake their "all" in a"wildcat" search for oil, have accounted

for the discovery and development of new producing areas. (2)

Various means are used for locating the structures.

Where outcropping rocks are available, they are helpful,

because beds close to the surface frequently indicate the

position of deeper beds. Core drilling is also employed

because it gives a cross section of subsurface formations to

a depth of several hundred feet. The seismograph, which

records the time interval between the release of a sound

wave into the earth and its return from underlying beds, is

also used. This instrument has long been used to record

earth tremors and for ocean sounding. Other geophysical

instruments lately used are the torsion balance, gravity

pendulum, and magnetometer. (3).

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 68-69
2: Stocking,G.'.V. - Op. Git. - p. 137
3: Osborn,C. - Op. Cit. P. 69
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Methods of Bringing Oil to the Surface

Wells vary from a few hundred to nearly 10,000 feet

in depth, and cost from a few thousand dollars to nearly

$250,000 each. The number in excess of 7,000 feet deep is

relatively small. The wells are put down with rotary or

cable-drilling tools and cased or lined with metal pipe.

Cable -drilling equipment "makes hole' by successively

raising and dropping a heavy sharpened bit at the end of a

wire rope, and literally punching its way through the

earth's crust. I.iany weeks of rhythmic impact by the bit at

the bottom of the hole and much time for the purpose of

lowering and setting the casing are usually required to com-

plete a well. The holes are large at the surface and small

at the bottpm, and the completed hole resembles a telescope.

An experienced cable tool driller can determine the general

physical character of underground formations by the "feel of

the line". The principal feature of a rotary rig is the

drill pipe, which is rotated in the hole with a bit at its

end. Derricks or towers are erected for the purpose of

raising or lowering the tools and "strings" of jointed

casing. Drilling equipment and metal pipe are heavy and much

pov/er must be delivered to the derrick floor. A test

located in an area remote from production is called a "wild-

cat". (1)

The hydraulic rotary rig is used in very soft and

unconsolidated rocks where it is impossible to carry on

drilling with standard tools due -to constant caving of the

walls of the hole. The drilling stem is composed of lengths

of pipe screv^ed together, the top length being square, the

1: Osborn,G. - Oil Economics" - p. 8-9
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remainder round. The walls of the hole are kept from caving

by means of circulating mud, which is forced by pumps

through a swivel at the top of the drill stem, and back on

the outside of the stem. The circulating mud "plasters up"

the walls of the hole so that they will stand while the

drilling stem is being removed and the casting set. (2)

The peak of production of an individual well is

reached very early in its life, after which a steady decline

sets in. Likewise, individual pools sooner or later reach

a maximum output with the consequent but perhaps prolonged

decline. The decline of production of pools is offset and

interrupted by the discovery of new pools and the extension

of old ones. (1)

Since the beginning of the industry until the

present time, oil production has remained, for the most part,

highly competitive. A monopoly control was soon established

in the transporting, refining, and distributing branches of

the industry; but a monopoly of oil production has been im-

possible in the absence of legislation regarding it. The

exact location of an oil pool is a speculative affair. The

uncertainty of the occurrence of petroleum, coupled with its

migratory nature, has rendered a monopoly of oil production

impossible. The same factors, coupled with the rich return

afforded, have made the industry highly competitive. (3)

The natural gas associated with the underground

petroleum supply is valuable both as 'a fuel and as a source

2: Snider,L.C. - "Oil & Oas in the Iwid-Con t Inent Fields" -

p. 54 - (Oklahoma City, 1920)
1: Stocking, G.W. - Op. Git. - p. 126-127
2: Ibid - p. 131
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of energy in recovering the oil. When present in sufficient

quantity and under sufficient pressure, the gas forces the

oil to the surface in great volxime, hundreds, thousands , and

even hundreds of thousands of barrels sometimes gushing

forth in a single day. The total amount of oil recovered

varies, in the main, with the amount of utilized gas

pressure. When the pressure has been exhausted, oil re-

covery becomes a more expensive process, the daily recovery

being greatly lessened and the process extending over a

greater period of time. With increased depths, pumping

becomes very much more expensive, and in some localities

where the depth is very great, it may not be profitable and

consequently wells are sometimes abandoned when the natural

flow has subsided. (1)

Charac teristics

Oils may be divided into the following three

classe s

:

1. Paraffin-base or light petroleum
rich in gasoline, wax, and high-
grade lubricants.

2. Heavy naphthene oils, commonly
called asphalt-base petroleum,
usually low in gasoline and fre-
quently high in asphalt. (2)

3. Mixed or intermediate crudes,
having the characteristics of
both other grades, (3)

Oil ranges in color from yellow to brownish black.

Some petroleums are transparent, but most of them appear

1: Stocking, a. '.V. - Op. Git. - p. 134-135
2: Osbom,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 66
^: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 66
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opaque. The color of oils by reflected light, sometimes

called "bloom" or fluorescence, usually ranges from olive

green through bro^Am to almost jet black. Ordinarily the

greener, the "bloom", the better are the qualities possessed

by the oil. (2)

Oil is lighter than water, and when they are poured

into a container, the petroleum rises to the top. The

weight or gravity of oil is expressed in degrees read from a

gravity scale allowed to float in the fluid. It may also

be designated by specific gravity compared to water. Most

of the crude oils produced in the United States range in

gravity from 47 degrees A. P. I, (standard scale recora-nended

by American Petroleum Institute in co-operation with U. S.

Bureaus of Standards and Mines for use in classification of

oil) for the paraff inaceous grades to 14 degrees for the

heavy naphthene or asphaltic types of California. Mexican

oils range in gravity from 12 to 21 and Venezuelan crudes

from 18 to 36 degrees. (3)

The weighted average gravity of the crude petroleum

produced in the U. S. for several years prior to 1925 was

about 31 degrees A. P. I. Since 1925 it has been a little

over 32 degrees. Most of the heavy oils are produced in

California and southern parts of Texas and Louisiana. (4)

Occurrence and Geographic Distribution in the United States .

The petroleum and gas producing pools of the U. S.

may be divided up into the following seven major regions:

1. The Appalachian Region

Embraces the oil-producing pools in
Southwestern Nev/ York, Western Pennsylvania,
Eastern Ohio, Northwestern 'Vest Virginia,
Kentucky, and Northern Tennessee. The oils

2: Osborn,G. - Op. Git. - p. 66
3: Ibid - p. 66-67
4: Ibid - p . 67
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are mainly paraff inaceous , relatively
free from asphalt and cb jec tionable sul-
phur, and range in gravity from 23 to 47
dercrees A. P. I. They yield high percent-
ages of gasoline by straight-run
distillation, sonev.'hat proportionate to
relative gravities and are first class
sources of high grade motor lubricants.
This region has been producing oil for
nearly 75 years, wlost of the wells are
small settled producers. (1)

2. The Lima-Indian Region

Includes the producing fields of
northwestern Ohio and eastern Indiana. The
oils are paraffin bearing, containing a

snail proportion of asphalt, and range in
gravity from 50 to 57 degrees A. P. I.
iVIany of these oils contain sulphur com-
pounds and must be treated before they
can be charged to stills to eliminate
their corrosive effect. This area was
opened in 1885. It is only a small con-
tricutor to the national supply. (2)

5. The Illlnois-Southwe stern -Indiana Region

Embraces fields in southern Illinois
and neighboring Indiana pools. Oils con-
tain varying quantities of b oth paraffin
and asphalt, and range in gravity from 28
to 40 degrees A. P. I. A little sulphur
is present, but not enough to be injurious.
Fields in this area are settled and pro-
duction has been slowly declining for many
ye ar s . (

3

4. The Mid-Continent Region

Includes areas in Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, northern Louisiana, southwestern
New Mexico, and Texas . exc ius ive of the
Gulf Coast, The oils produced vary v/idely
in composition, ranging from naphthene or
asphalt-case petroleum, low in gasoline,
to high-grade paraff in -base crudes rich in
lignter products. The gravity range of
the oil lies between 18 and 46 degrees

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 69
2: Ibid - p. 69-70
3: Ibid - p. 71
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A.P.I. Considerable sulphur is present in
the low-grade oils and has to be eliminated
because of its corrosive powers on tanks
and pipe lines. (2)

5. The Gulf - Coast Region

Includes scattered pools in south-
western Louisiana and southwestern Texas,
most of v»rhich are associated with salt domes,
xhis region is a large contributor of heavy
-asphaltic oil. The oil varies in composition,
but is characterized by low percentages of
gasoline. Gravities range from 18 to 30 de-
grees A. P. I. and large quantities of sulphur
are present. (3)

6. The Rocky Mountain Region

Embraces scattered petroleum fields of
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and north-
western Nev/ Mexico. The petroleum is mainly
paraffin base ana high in light products and
lubricants. Gravity ranges from 20 to 50
degrees A. P. I. W
7. California Region

Includes fields lying along the Pacific
Coast from Santa Barbara to Los Angeles Basin
and inland to the San Joaquin Valley. The
California oils vary widely in quality. Gravity
range lies between 12 and 40 decrees A. P. I.
Many of the oils are heavy and useful mainly
for fuel, but much high-grade petroleum is found. (5)

Small quantities of petroleum not assigned to any of

the major fields are produced in Michigan and Alaska. The

Michigan Oil is high in sulphur, but that produced in

Alaska is a light paraffinaceous oil. (6)

2: Osborn,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 71
3: Ibid - p. 71-72
4: Ibid - p. 72

5: Ibio - p. 72
6: Ibid - p. 72
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OCCURRENCB AND GEOGRAPHIC ^DISTRIBUTION

_IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Venezuela ( 1

)

The major oil region of Venezuela is situated

around the Maracaibo Basin. This basin included the fields

of Ambrosia, La Rosa, Punto, Beintez, and Laquillas, on the

east side of Lake Maracaibo; Mene Grande, a little farther

south. El Mene field, a little more distant on the northeast

La Poz and Concepcion fields, northv;est of the lake near the

City of Maracaibo; and Rio Palmer field, a little southwest

of the La Poz field. La Tarra and Rio de Oro fields are

located southwest of the lake and are connected with it by

the Rio Catatumbo and its tributaries.

The other producing fields are the Urumaco field

in the north central section of the State of Falc on ,Hombre

Pintado field a little northeast of El Mene field in the

western end of the State, and the El Mene del Sal to field

in the extreme eastern section of the State.

The Quiriquire field is located about 25 miles

north of Ivlaturin, the capital of tne State of Monagas.

Mexico (2)

There are three oil-producing regions in Mexico:

The Panuco District, about 30 miles southwest of Tarapico;

the Dos Bocas-Alamo District, which extends for 40 miles

from Dos Bocas on the Tamiahua Lagoon south of Tampico to

Alamo on the Tuxpan River; and the Tehuantepec District,

which lies in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in southern Mexic(^?

1: U.S.Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce , "Commercial
and Industrial Development of Venezuela", Trade
Information Bulletin No. 783 - p. 27

2: Garfias,V.R. -"Petroleum Resources of the V/orld" - p. 23
3: Ibid - p. 116-117
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Colombia ( 1)

Colombia has five raair^ oil districts: The Caribbean

Coast District; the Pacific District; the IJagdalena River

Basin, containing the producing field at Los Infantas; the

Cataturnbo River Basin; and the Or ihoc O''-Amazon District.

The Caribbean Coast District covers all the fields

within 50 miles of the coast, and the basins of the Sinu

and Atrato Rivers, where a series of parallel north-south

fields, marked by mud volcanoes and gas and oil seepages,

near the crest, is found. The pacific Coast District in-

cludes the Departments of Choco and Valle, in the region of

the Bando River, extending from Call on the Gauca River to

Quibdo, north of the Bando River. The Magdalena River Basin

includes the part of the Cauca Basin not underlain by

Igneous or metamorphic rocks, the west side of the Magdalena

River frcm Guatagui to the valle;/ of the Cacas River near

Lake Zapatosa. The Cataturnbo River Basin District covers

the region near the foothills at Rio de Oro and in the

hills southeast of Tres Bocas. The Orinoco-Amazon Basin

includes the district near the junction of the Putamaiyo

and Guamuez Rivers and the Meta Valley.

Argentina . ( 2

)

The commercially productive oil region of Argentina

is confined to the Comodoro Rivadavia field, situated along

the coast about 980 miles south of Buenos Aires in the

territory of Chebut. The field was accidentally discovered

in 1907. It i s a plot of about 5000 acres reserved by the

1: Garfias,V.R. - "petroleum Resources of the World" -

p. 116-117.
2: Ibid - p. 103-194
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Government and within which the greatest past of the success-

ful development has taken place.

Peru (2)

The commercial oil fields of Peru lie in the

Provinces of T''-imbes and Payta, along the northern coast near

the Ecuadorian boundary. The most southerly and most

important field is Kegritos, in the Province of Payta. About

20 miles north of tnis lies the Lobitos field, which is

second in importance; still farther north, about 60 miles

frcm Lobitos, is the Zorritos field. The Lobitos field lies

al ong the c oast

.

Trinidad Island . ( 3

)

The first successful wells were drilled in 1900,

near Guayaguayare on the extreme southeast corner of Trini-

dad Island. Petroleum is produced mostly in the southern

part of the island within 7 miles of Pitch Lake, and a small

amount is obtained from the Barracpore field, 15 miles east,

the Guayaguayare field 45 miles east, and the Tabaquite

field 30 miles northeast of Pitch Lake. These fields are all

included in the two main oil districts of Trinidad: The

Pitch Lake District covering 120 acres, about half a mile

from the Gulf of Paria and 27 miles south of Port of Spain,

and the Tabaquite District whidi is located in Ijarvia Coianty

about 30 miles northeast of Pitch Lake.

Other small oil-producing fields in South America

are located in Ecuador and Bolivia. Canada also enjoys a

small yearly production of about 1,500,000 barrels.

2: Garfias,V.R. - Op. Git. - p. 84
3: Ibid - p. 94
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THE EASTERN HEMISPHERE

Russia (1)

The commercial oil fields of Russia lie principally

in five districts. In the order of their importance they

are: 1. Baku, along the southwestern shore of the Caspian

Sea at the southeastern end of the Caucasus I/iountains ;

2. Grozny, along the northern flanks of the Caucasus and

about 280 miles northwest of Baku; 3. Emba, on the northeast

shores of the Caspian between Emba, Sagis, and Nil Rivers;

4. Maikop, on the northern flanks of the Caucasus, about

300 miles west of Grozny; 5. Tcheleken Island, about 170

miles east of Baku, near the eastern coast of the Caspian;

and 6. Ferghana, in Turkestan, about 800 miles east of Baku.

Oil resources are also knovm to be located in the

Western Caucasus and Black Sea District which includes the

Kertch Peninsula and Taman Peninsula, southeast of the

Crimean area; the region near Anapa on the shores of the

Sea of rtzov, the Province of Kutais, south and west of

Anapa, especially in the Supsa section; the Province of

Tiflls, east of Kutais and south of the Caucasus Mountains;

and the Province of Daghestan in the Durbend region.

Eastern Siberia has shown evidences of petroleum

especially in Minusinch, Lake Baikal and adjacent regions,

Selegin District, Amur River, Sakhalin Island, and

eastern Kamchatka. Russia owns the northern half of

Sakhalen Island while Japan controls the southern part.

1: Garfias, V.R. - Op. Cit. - p. 26
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In the book "Russia, U.S.S.R., A Complete Handbook",

Mr. P. Ivialevsky I/ialevitch lists the Russian oil resources

as follows: (1)

1. The Caucasian Oil Zone.

Along the entire length of the Caucasian range
oil occurs in the form of oil-wells, and
freqaent gas gushers. The Caucasus represents
only a part of a great oil-bearing zone which
continues on the other side of the Caspian Sea,
through the Island Cheleken, Ferghana and the
Salian Steppe to the borders of northern
Persia. Efforts to organize oil-production in
Georgia, v/here oil was discovered in 1869, are
being made.

2. Baku's Potentialities.

The original and existing oil fields, Baku and
Grozny, have not yet attained their maximum
output

.

3. Other Oil Fields.

The oil fields of the Caspian and the plain of
Ferghana have only played a secondary roll in
Russian oil industry.

4. Caspian-Ural Oil Fields.

This oil-bearing region extends over a vast
area between the L'.E. shore of the Caspian
Sea and the southern Urals. The extreme S.W.
oil fields of this zone lie almost on the
shores of the Caspian, surrounding the
estuaries of the Ural and Eraba Rivers. The
one to the extreme N.E. is situated on the
upper reaches of the river Dzhusa to the north
of the Orenburg- Ta^shkent Railway and not far
from the town of Orsk in the southern Urals.

In this area are more than twenty oil fields,
probably of great commercial value. Further
to the southwest lies a belt of oil fields
(along the middle course of the rivers Eila,
Shgizha, and Emba ) equidistant from the railway
and tne Caspian Sea.

1: "Russia, U.S.S.K., A Complete Randbook" by P.Malevsky
Malevitch - p. 89
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5. Ural Oil Fields.
^

There is another large oil field lying along
the western slopes of the Urals. This oil
field can be divided into three groups: The
Ukhta basin, between the rivers Pechora and
Vychegda, Chussov basin, or the mid ale Kana,
and the Sterlitarnik basin, on the river
Belaya. These fields are very rich in oil
and gases.

Rumania (1)

The petroleum deposits in Rumania are located along

a belt 15 to 20 miles wide, extending in a rough right angle,

parallel with the flanks of the Carpathian Mountains, from

the Polish frontier above Bacau on the north-ern side of the
'

angle, southeastward to Buzeu, the apex, and thence westward

through Prahova to Dambovitza.

The fields may be grouped into four districts: The

Prahova District; the Dambovitza District, west of Prahova;

the Buzeu District, east of Prahova; and the Bacau District,

north of Buzeu. Other sources of small account are found in

the Ogtoz valley and at pabatlyas, Zabola, and G-elentz, in

the province of Transylvania.

Pers la (2) '

The presence of oil in Persia has been known from

the earliest times, for Herodotus gives a detailed account

of how crude oil was drawn up out of a v/ell "near Ardericca"

in a wine skin, and then pourea into reservoirs until the

asphalt solidified and left the lighter oil, v/hich he said

was black and very odoriferous.

1: Garf ias ,V.?.. - Op. Git. - p. 64
2: Davenport and Cook "The Oil Trusts and Anglo-American

Relations" - p. 237-238





The kingdom of Persia has an area of 628,000 square

miles, of which a round 500,000 square miles are covered by

the D'Arcy Concession. Near the Karun River, in the distric

which the Persians call 1,/laiden-i-Naf tun, meaning "the field

of oil", are situated the main wells of the Anglo-Persian

Oil Company. Near the Maidun-i-Naftun field is the I.Iaidun-

i-Nafteh; and the area of these two fields, covered by

Ffrolific flowing wells, is only three and a half square

miles.

Another large producing field is located near Kasr-

i-Shirin, in the v/est, on the borders of the Mesopotamia and

also in Iraq. Drilling has also been done on Qishm Island,

on the lower Persian Gulf. The oil recovered is the highly-

valued light gravity kind containing a large percentage of

gasoline, kerosene, and lubricating oils, as well as fuel

oil and paraffin wax.

Nether land Kast Indie s (1)

The Netherland East Indies include the Islands of

Siunatra and Java, the southern ports of Borneo, and many

small islands of the Malay Archipelago, with a total area

of 683,000 square miles. The Indies became a factor in the

oil industry in 1890, with the organization of the Royal

Dutch Company, v\hich undertook, as its first venture, to

prospect for oil in northern Sumatra. Commercial pro-

duction was begun in 1892, and has steadily increased until

at present there are commercial fields in Borneo, Sumatra,

and Java, irthicn rank sixth in the oil production of the

worlc

.

1: Garfias,V.R. - Qp.Cit. - p. 49-53
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In Dutch Borneo, the producing oil fields lie along

the east coast, in a belt 6 to 8 miles wide, extending from

the Kutei River south to Balik Papan Bay. In Sumatra there

are two main producing regions: The Northeastern District

between Idi and the Lepan River; and the South Central, or

Palenbang District. The producing districts of Java are

located on the northern side of the island, between Samarang

in Java and Tadura Island.

India, British (2)

The production of petroleum in India is carried on

in four regions: Burma, the chief oil-producing district

which is located in the upper part of Burma near the Irra-

waday River, about 300 miles north of Rangoon and 130 miles

south of Mandalay; the Assam area which lies in the valleys

of the Noa Dilring and j3uri Dilring Rivers in northeastern

Assam; Punjab area situated in the extreme northwestern

section of British India, between Kashmir and Kabul; and

Baluchistan area at Khatan, about 40 miles east of Sibi

Station on the Quetta Branch Railway.

Poland (1)

The Galician or Polish oil fields extend along the

northern flanks of the Carpathian Mountains, from the Valley

of the Dunjac to the Valley of the Czeremoiz. The centre

of the industry is the Boryslaw-Tustanowice District , which

is the leading oil-producer, located 70 miles southwest of

Lemberg. The other producing regions are Krosno, about 100

miles northeast of Boryslaw,and Kolomea, about 100 miles

southwest of Boryslav)/.

2: Garfias,V.R. - Op.Cit. - p. 69-74
1: Ibid - p. 77-78
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Other European Oil Fields (2)

Other European oil fields of lesser importance are

situated in: France, who obtained the comparatively small pro

duction of the Alsace region by the Treaty of Versailles and

receives a small amount from Algeria; Italy, v/ho has a

production of about 1,250,000 barrels a year; Germany, 'v/ho

has an inconsiderable "free" oil production from some v/ells

in Prussia and Bavaria; and Czechoslovakia, who has only a

paltry production of about 150,000 barrels a year.

Other Eastern Oil Fields . (1)

Other Eastern oil fields of lesser importance may be

found in Egypt, which has an increasing production yearly;

Iraq, the belt between Kirkuk and thei Persian Gulf in l.ieso-

potamia ; Sarawak or British Borneo, near the Dutch East

Indies; and Japan, which is steadily maintaining its ov/n oil

production, having reached her production zenith in 1915

v/ith a yield of 3,100,000 barrels.

Types of refineries

Petroleum refining is the principal manufacturing

branch of txhe industry. Its function is to take all grades

of crude oil through its manufacturing processes and produce

the numerous products demanded by the consuming trade. Its

operation starts when the crude oil is received at the

refinery by pipeline or tank car and ends when the finished ^

products are delivered to the marketing branch of the

industry for distribution to the ultimate consumer. There

2: Davenport and Cooke -

1: Ibid - p. 247-248
Op. Git. - p. 248-249
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are four types of refineries: (1)

1: Skimming Plant 3: Asphalt

2: Skiinming & Cracking 4: Complete

Most refineries have skimming facilities because

this is usually tne first process which crude oil undergoes.

The products made are gasoline, kerosene, and gas and fuel

oils. This type is sometimes called a topping plant. If,

in addition to the skimming equipment, there are units for

converting gas and fuel oils into gasoline, the refinery Is

called a skimming and cracking plant. If ttiere are also

facilities for manufacturing lubricating oils, the plant is

called complete. Asphalt plants are operated with low-grade

crude petroleum from which distillates are obtained by skim-

ming, and fuel oils and asphaltic products are derived from

the residue. (1)

1 . Ski:mr.ing Plant

Crude oil is a mixture of liquids that boil and

vaporize at varying temperatures. The fractions that boil

between certain ranges of temperature possess individual

qualities which make them valuable for specific purposes.

So, by heating tne crude oil to a certain temperature, col-

lecting tne vapors, and cooling them by condensation to

liquid form, the desired product is obtained. After having

removed the first product in this way, the above process is

repeated for a second group of vapors which is conducted to

a separate tank. In this manner, gasoline, kerosene, and

gas oil are obtained and the residue is fuel oil. (2) There

are many details and methods incident to treating the

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - 134-136.
1: Ibid - p. 136-137
2: Ibid - p. 137
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various products after distillation and tirie size and types of

construction vary widely, but the fundamental principle of

operation is the same in all skimming plants. (1)

2 . Skimming and Cracking Plan t

The addition of cracking equipment is tne sole

essential to change a skimming plant to this type. k crack-

ing still is a boiling unit especially designed and con-

structed to permit the application of high temperature and

pressure to its oil content. When gas or fuel oils are

subjected to high temperature and pressure, they are converted

into gas, gasoline, heavy fuel oil, tar, and coke.

The proportion of the first products mentioned and

the presence of tar and coke depend upon the nature of the

original charge, the type of process, the time cycle, and

the manipulation of temperature and pressure. (2)

5. The Complete Plant

The addition of facilities for the manufacture of

lubricants to the skiiaming and cracking plant completes the

major functions of refining. Two products of tne skimming

plant are used in lubricant processing. After the gas oil

has been removed from the crude charge, anotner fraction

called "wax distillate" or "neutral distillate" is removed.

It is called this because it contains much of the wax and

also the principal content of available medium lubricating

oil in the crude petroleum. (5)

In the case of crude oils suitable for the

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 137
2: Ibid - p. 137-138
3: Ibid - p. 138
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production of heavy residual oils of the steam-cylinder and

bright-stock type, the residue is processed furtner for the

manufacture of these ppoaucts. In the event tae crude oil

is not suitable for cylinder-stock production, the residues

are either sold for fuel oil or utilized as cracking stock,

or the operation is continued to dryness, or coke residue,

for the purpose cf obtained a larger yield of wax or neutral

distillate by a partial cracking of the heavy fraction. (1)

Neutral oils are made from the wax distillate by

various refining processes and bright-stock and steam

cylinder lubricants from suitable residuums. The white

paraffin wax of commerce is obtained as a by-product from

the neutral or wax distillates, and petrolatum, the raw

material from which vaselines and like products are made, is

a by-product of the processing of the lubricating residue to

bright-stock, blends of neutral oils and bright-stocks , etc

.

Thus the different types of motor and industrial lubricants

are made. For special types of lubricating oils called

"compounds", a small amount of vegetable or mineral oil is

sometimes added, (2)

Crude oils vary widely in value as raw lubricant

stock. In general, most of the lubricating oils are made

from paraffin-bearing or intermediate crudes. The quality

of the finished product depends much upon the care and skill

put into its preparation. (3)

1: Osborn, C. - Op.Cit.
d'. Ibid - p. 133
3; Ibid - p. 139

- p. 138
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Methods of Refining

1. Straight Run

In this method of refining, which has succeeded the

batch system of operation, the crude charge goes through a

continuous process by which it successively moves through a

series of shell stills, each of which is heated to a higher

temperature than its predecessor and vaporizes a different

product. Modern practice is replacing the continuous shell

operation with the pipe still, which has greater capacity

and efficiency. (1)

The modern bubble tower and condensating equipment

in the fractionating branch enable the refiner, by means of

better temperature control and separation methods, to remove

the vapors from most of the original crude charge in a con-

tinuous operation and to separate the condensing liquids

into clean-cut finished refined products. This improvement

of fractionating equipment has almost eliminated redis-

tillation, increased the yields, especially of gasoline, and

enabled the refiners to supply new products to the con-

sumers. (2)

Thus, in the modern refinery, condensation is

largely coupled with preheating by means of various types

of heat exchanges whereby the heat released by cooling con-

densing products is transferred to the incoming charge of

cold crude oil before it reaches the still. This practice

results in a saving of the fuel used in the direct heating

and reduces the volume of water necessary to lower the

finished product to atmospheric temperature. (5)

1: Osbom, C. - Op. Git. - p. 142
2: Ibid - p. 143
3: Ibid - p. 143
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2. Cracking

This process includes the application of high

temperatures and pressures by which tne heavier constituents

of crude oil, such as kerosene, gas oil, and fuel oil, are

subjected to distillation in special stills. The treatment

breaks down or"cracks" a certain proportion of these heavier

forms of oil into gasoline, leaving a corresponding smaller

residuum of heavy fuel oils of petroleum coke. The general

adoption of this system would decrease to a marked extent

the available supply of fuel oil and residue coke now avail-

able. The market prices of crude oil, fuel oil, and

finished gasoline control both construction and operating

practice. (1)

Manufacture of Natural -Gas Gasoline

Although tiie manufacture of natural -gas gasoline is

intimately connected with the gas business, its use is

almost universal in petroleum refining and much of it is made

by the refining companies. The first cora.nercial experiments

for its production were made about 1910. It is one of the

youngest branches of the oil and gas industries and has had

a rapid growth. (2)

Casinghead gas, the raw material of the manufacture,

taken from both oil and gas wells, was had since the

beginning of the oil industry, but until the automobile

increased the demand for the light fractions of crude oil,

the potential gasoline in this gas was not extracted. The

1: "American Petroleum, Supply and Demand", American
Petroleum Institute - p. 50

2: Osborn, C. - Op. Git. - p. 150
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earliest plants used so-called "wet" gas from oil wells, as

distinguished from "dry" gas yielded by gas-producing wells.

The process consisted of compressing this gas and condensing

a portion of the gasoline content by cooling. The product

was known as "compression gasoline" or "natural-gas "gasoline

Improvements later permitted the use of so-called lean gases

The trade name "natural gasoline" has been adopted by the

industry for the product yielded by all methods of manufac-

ture. (1)

Oil-producing wells yield casinghead gas in

quantities varying from a few hundred to millions of cubic

feet per day. The gasoline content. of this gas varies from

a fraction of a gallon to 18 gallons per thousand cubic feet

The gasoline content of so-called dry gas is lov; v;ith a

variation of 0.1 to 0.6 of a gallon per thousand cubic feet.

Natural-gas gasoline constitutes only a small part

of the total mo tor -fuel supply. Much of the straight-run

gasoline and a large part of the cracked gasoline could not

meet the specifications of satisfactory motor fuel without

the addition of natural-gas gasoline. All but a small

portion of it is marketed to refineries and jobbers for

blending with refinery gasoline. (3)

Natural Qas Industry

The importance of gas to the petroleum industry as

a migratory agency in underground reservoirs, as an

expulsive force that brings oil to the surface, and as a

1: Osborn, C. - Op. Git. - 151
2: Ibid - p. 151
5: ibid - p. 155
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source of valuable, high-gravity gasoline for blending pur-

poses has been shown. Like petroleum, the natural-gas supply

consists of underground reserves and current production, but

unlike oil, aside from the gas in the transmission lines and

a limited number of tanks, little of this commodity is held

at the surface because of its extreme bulkiness. It is

moved from the well to the consumer direct b:/ pipeline. (1)

Iviany oil men are also gas producers. There are

about 60,000 miles of trunk lines and an estimated invest-

ment in the natural gas industry is about 2 billion dollars.

After the gas has been produced either in company

with oil or from dry-gas sands, and the desirable

commercially recoverable gasoline has been removed, the gas

that can be sold is turned into the lines of the transporters

for industrial purposes. The practice of mixing natural and

artificial gas is growing in several states, due to the de-

cline in production of natural gas, (2)

Gas by-products include carbon black which is used

by the motor-vehicle tire industry mostl7,r to improve the

quality of the rubber. It is also used in the manufacture

of printer's ink, paint, polishes, phonograph records, and

many other articles. (5)

Helium is another product of certain types of

natural gas and is used much in the inflation of airships

tecause of its safety. (4)

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 2-^7, 230.
2: Ibid - p. 227
3: Ibid - p. 236-237
4: Ibid - p. 237
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Transportation

At the time of the start of oil production in Penn-

sylvania the only available transportation was furnished by

tank wagons and flatboats. pipelines were unknown and there

were no railroads near Oil Creek vvhere petroleum was first

discovered. Later railroads were built to the oil fields

and the construction of oil pipelines was started, which

later developed into a great transportation system. (2)

The first pipeline was laid in 1865. It is of first

importance in the transportation of crude oil in United States.

The tanker ranks second and the railroad car ranks third.

The present investment in transportation and storage facili-

ties is estimated to be 2 billion dollars. (3)

A: Pipeline

The crude oil pipeline facilities consist
of several systems operated by different
companies. Each systeni is made up of
(a) gathering lines, (b) lateral and main
trunk lines, and (c) trunk-line pumping
stations and auxiliary equipment. The
present crude-oil pipeline facilities are
about one-tnird of America's railroad
mileage. Over 17 million barrels of oil
are required to fill these pipelines , and
they actually transport a billion barrels
annually. Texas ranks first as a source
of shipments, Oklahoma second, and
California third. (4) One-half of the
total mileage in the United States Is made
up of trunk mains and the other half of
gathering lines, or small feeders. The
pipelines are similar to railroads, both
having trunk lines, feeders, terminals,
storage yards, switching systems, dispatches,
and wire communication systems. (1)

2: Osbom,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 117
3: Ibid - p. 117
4: Ibid - p. 118
1: Ibid - p. 118, 120.
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The pipe varies from 2 to 16 inches in
diameter and is laid at varying depths,
depending: on the temperature of the
region. Advantage is taken of the nat-
ural slope of the land where possible,
and "booster" pumping stations are
erected at appropriate distances to
force the oil through the lines. Care-
ful surveys are made in advance of
construction to avoid grades and river
crossings where possible. Tanks are
built at pumping stations, and the oil
is pumped from the tanks at one station
to those of another, moving by degrees
to its destination at an average rate
of movement of 4 miles per hour. There
is some intermixture of oils of
different grades and prices in pipeline
transportation. (2)

The major crude oil movement in United
States is from the Mid-Continent region
to the Great Lakes area and Atlantic
Seaboard. There are two important routes.
The other is via pipeline southward to
the Gulf Coast and thence by tanks to
l^orth Atlantic States. (5)

Prior to the World War much refined
petroleum was shipped abroad in barrels
and tin containers and now most of the
products are shipped in bulk by tanker.
The Vn'orld's tanker tonnage now amounts
to about 10 per cent of the World's
merchant tonnage. Great Britain leads
the World in tanker tonnage and the
United States is a close second.
Together they own about three-fourths
of the tonnage, luost of the tankers
that comprise the oil fleet are owned
by oil companies. Nearly all the tonnage
is used in transoceanic and coastwise
shipping, although a few tankers are
operated on large lakes and inland seas. (1)

B. Tank-car

lank-cars are used cJiiefly for transport-
ing refined oils from plants to marketing
stations and large consumers. The cars
range in capacity from 150 to 300 barrels

2: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 120
3: Ibid - p. 120-121
1: Ibid - p. 124-126
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1

and most of them are owned and miaintained *

by oil companies. (2) i

C . Tank Trucks

Tank Trucks are used for the most part in
the distribution of refined products to
the service stations and ultimate consumer.
Nearly all of the gasoline and lubricants
are moved from bulk-distributing stations
by motor truck to retail stations. The
tank truck is of little consequence in
crude-oil transportation. (5)

Storage Fac ilities
|

The storage of crude oil and refined products is
|

intimately related to transportation. The four types of
i

!

storage reservoirs are steel, concrete, wood, and earthen.

Steel storage tanlcs constitute about 80 per cent of the i

total capacity. Storage capacity amounted to 816 million '

barrels in 1926, according to a survey made by U. S. Bureau

of Mines. (4)
j

It is estimated that the national capacity amounts
j

to about one billion barrels, 65 per cent of which is ]

located at tank farms and most of the remainder at refineries.
j

California and Texas are about tied for first place and

Oklahoma follows in storage capacity. (5) i

Costs '

Oil production is unique in this respect that, '

while the initial expense in such an enterprise is great,

the expense connected with prolonged exploitation is '

practically negligible (during time of natural flow). It i

takes a considerable outlay of money to finance the drilling !

— ——————

1

2: Osborn, C. - Op.Oit. - p. 128-129 !

3: Ibid - p. 129-150
'

4: Information Circular No. 6016, Dept. of Commerce , Bureau
of Mines, January 1927, Ipy O.R.Hopkins and A. B. Coons.

S: Ibid
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of an oil well, as shown above, but once it is completed and

oil is discovered in its natural association with gas, a

kind nature furnishes the lifting power, delivering the

crude product, sometimes in prodigious quantities, to the

earth's surface. (1)

Oil producing costs vary from a few cents in the

case of prolific, highly flush, flowing wells, to over |3.00

per barrel in pools where land expense was high or the

drilling deep and costly, or where the yield is so low that

lifting costs are high. The cost of lifting oil ranges from

20 to 90 per cent of total production expense. This great

variation is caused by differences in the age, depth, and

sand conditions of the wells. (2)

The main items in the cost of producing crude oil

are: bonuses, rentals, geological expense, derricks, drill-

ing, casing, pumping, auxiliary equipment, treating,

depreciation, depletion, and general overhead. In some

cases royalties must be added to expense. Taxes are an im-

portant factor in overhead expense. (5)

Detailed surface geological investigations, careful

drill explorations, or geophysical surveys must be made in

advance of drilling and make up a big part of total expense.

Drilling expense is one of the largest items in the

cost of production and it varies v«^ith location and depth.

Depreciation of physical lease equipment is another

high cost factor, especially where the oil contains sulphur

or other corroding agents. (4)

1: Stocking, G. t. - Op. Git. - p. 137
2: Osborn,G. - Op. Git. - p. 100
3: Ibid - p. 100
4: Ibid - p. 100, 104
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Investment and Returns

The total sum invested in the oil and natural-gas

business by American companies is estimated to be about 16

billion dollars, showing that a large investment is in oil

in this country. One-naif is estimated invested in crude

oil producing and the storage branch. (2)

The net return by the oil industry as a whole on it

invested capital during the past 20 years has been small.

Crude petroleum production is the least profitable division

of the oil business. The refining and marketing profits

have been only fair. Efficient refining is profitable over

a period of years, but this branch of the industry, as a

whole, has only earned average profits of 6 per cent. The

pipeline branch of the industry has been more profitable

than the producing or refining divisions, as evidenced from

the reports filed by companies with the Interstate Commerce

Commission* (3)

2: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 10
3: Ibid - p. 11-14
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CHAPTER III

DEMAND FOR AND UTILIZATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Utilization

"probably no other raw material enters so many

fields of utilization as petroleum. Heat, li^ht, power, and

lubrication are its principal uses.

"Crude oil, subjectec to a series of refining

processes, in its initial distillation, releases the hydro-

carbon gases. These are the source of fuel gas, used to

neat refinery boilers; gas, or carbon black, used in making

rubber tires, inks, and paints; and a series of alcohols

used in hospitals and homes and as solvents for lacquers,

soaps, and essential oils. From natural gas, which in

nature is associated with crude oil, come liquefied gases,

petroleum ether; natural gasoline, pentane , and numerous

solvents.

"The first products of distillation are the white

distillates, or naphthas and refined oils. The naphthas

yield aviation gasoline and motor gasoline, commercial sol-

vents, blending naphtha, varnish-makers' and painters'

naphtha, and dyers' and cleaners' benzine. The refined oils

include kerosene, illuminating oil, stove oil, tractor oil,

signal oil and mineral seal oil. Produced at this stage of

distillation also is furnace oil, the oil-heater fuel.

"The intermediate distillates are a source of gas

oil and absorber oil. f^as oil is used by gas manufacturing

plants in the carburetion of water gas, and is an important! 1)

1: "Petroleum Facts and Figur es" — ^. / 03
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metallurgical fuel. Also it yields gasoline, by the "crack-

ing'' process, and Diesel fuel oil. Absorber oil enters into

gasoline and benzol recovery.

"From the heavy distillates next derived come tech-

nical heavy oils, waxes, and lubricating oils. The white oils

which lubricate bakers' and candymakers' machinery; the

medicinal oils, used alone and in salves, creams, and oint-

ments; and ink, saturating, emulsifying, electrical and

flotation oils are among products obtained from technical

heavy oils. The waxes are used in making candles, chewing

gum, and candy; enter the laundry as detergents and iron

waxes; and find wide use for sealing preserved fruits and

vegetables. The lubricating oils are used wherever machinery

is operated.

"The residues of distillation are put to various

uses. The greases are lubricants, and by refining yield

petroleum and petroleum jelly. Residual fuel oil is burned

under the boilers of industrial plants, ships, and locomotives

and for making gasoline by "cracking" processes. Additional

products of the residues are road oil, asphalt, pitches, and

coke

.

"From refinery sludges are made acid coke, a fuel:

sulfonic acid, a saponification and de-eraulsifying agent;

oils and pitches; and the sulphuric acid used in fertilizer

manufacture. (1)

1: "Petroleum Facts and Figures", Division of Public Relations
Ar..erican Petroleum Institute - p. 103
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Summary of Percentage Yields of Refined Products

The data in Table j^l shows the analysis of the past

and present demand for oil. It presents the principal re-

fined oil products produced from the crude oil run to the

refining stills in this co\intry in their approximate

percentages. The products include gasoline, kerosene,

lubricating oil, and gas and fuel oil.

The remarkable shifting of demand from one oil to

another illustrates the revolution which the oil industry

fortunately suffered at the hands of the automobile industry.

The demand for kerosene, which required 58 per cent of the

total quantity of crude oil refined in 1899, has so decreased

with the competition of gas, electricity, and other forms of

lighting, that it is now satisfied by only 5.6 per cent of

the present total of crude oil refined. It will be also ob-

served that 84 per cent of the total quantity of crude oil

refined in 1935 was required by the demand for oil as a

power-producer - i.e., 47.7 per cent as gasoline for the

motor engine, and 36.4 per cent as fuel oil, either for

steam raising or for the Diesel type of engine. The growth

of the automobile and the airplane has been responsible for

the tremendous increase in demand for gasoline from only 10

per cent in 1904 to 47.7 per cent in 1933. Another amazing

increase is manifested by gas and fuel oil which made up

36.4 per cent of the crude oil refined in 1933, as compared

with only 14 per cent in 1899. Lubricants have been fairly

steady in demand over the last 10 years, comprising about

3 per cent of the total refined oils.





TABLE I

STJMIviARy OF PERCENTAGE YIELDS OF MAJOR REFINED PRODUCTS
BY YEARS (1)

(Computed on total crude runs to stills)

1899

Gasoline Kerosene Liibr icants
Gas and
Fuel OU

15,Qfo 58 ." % B.c% 14.0 %

1904 10.0 48.0 10.0 13.0

1909 10.0 33.0 10.0 34.0

1914 18.0 24.0 6.0 46.0

1920 26.8 12.7 5.7 48.6

1925 35.1 8.1 4.2 49.3

1929 44 .0 5.7 3.5 45.5

1930 46.6 5.3 3.7 40.2

1931 48.2 4.7 3.0 37.7

1932 48 .8 5.3 2.7 35.9

1933 47.7 5.6 2.8 36.4

The four major refined oils - gasoline, kerosene,

lubricating oil and gas and fuel oil - make up 92.5 per cent

of the refined products which leave the refinery out of the

100/0 crude oil which is run to the refinery still. Accordin

to statistics for 1931, procured from the United States

Bureau of Mines, the other 7.5^'^ per cent is made up of the

following products: Wax, about 3 per cent; Coke, about 1.2

per cent; Asphalt, about 1.8 per cent; and Road Oil, about

6 per cent.

1: Percentages for Years 1899-1914 were obtained from Daven-
port and Cooke, "The Oil Trusts and Anglo-American
Relations", - p. 254. For years 1920-1931 percentages
were obtained from U.S. Bureau of Mines circular
"Crude Petroleum and Petroleum Products in 1931". Per-
centages for 1932 and 1933 were obtained from data
supplied by U.S.Bureau of iviines, mimeographed sheets
Nos.P-110 and P-115, "Annual Petroleum Statement".
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Demand in Uni ted States

Gasoline

:

The demand for gasoline has for a long time consti-

tuted ahout 35 to 40 per cent of the total consumption.

V'/hile lubricating oils sell for a higher price per gallon

than gasoline, the volume marketed is far less. Most of the

gasoline is consumed in the internal-comtus t ion engines of

motor vehicles, - i.e., passenger cars and trucks. Of the

total cost of motoring, gasoline amounts to about 10 per

cent and lubricant expense is less than 2 per cent. (1)

In 1917 the domestic demand was about 150,000 barrels

per day. It has since doubled and redoubled, and in late

years the total demand, including exports, has been about

1,250,000 barrels per cay. Exports amount to about 15 per

cent of domestic consumption. (2)

Gasoline is used in large quantities by all types

of motor vehicles - privately owned automobiles, taxicabs,

buses, trucks, and motorcycles, and to some extent by tractors.

(3)

Passenger cars - i.e., privately owned automobiles,

hired cars, taxicabs and buses, have grown rapidly from a

few in 1900 to about 23 million at the end of 1930. (4)

V/hile the number of motor vehicles operated in this

country is far less than that of passenger cars, yet it is a

larger unit consum.er of motor fuel and is therefore important

to the oil man. The motor truck consumes two to four tLmes

1: Osborn, C. - Op.Cit. - p. 38
2: Ibid - p. 38
3: Ibid - p. 40
4: Ibid - p. 40
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as much gasoline, depending upon size, as the average passen-

ger car. Expansion was rapid from 1910 to 1926, but since

the latter year the growth has been retarded. (1)

The motorcycle preceded both passenger car and

truck. Ten years ago about 2 50,000 were in use, but there

has been a marked decline, due to increased s&le of low-

priced automobiles. It is not an important factor in

gasoline demand. Tractors are operated with both gasoline

and kerosene, but the number in use is small compared to

passenger cars and trucks. (2)

The adoption of the closed car, improvement of

engine, improvement and extension of surfaced roads, the ex-

tensive adoption of bus transportation, the increase of

trucks in competition with railroads - all these have caused

an increase in the consumption of gasoline. (3)

The export trade has been an important and growing

outlet for surplus gasoline in the United States for many

years, but many oil men believe that this, as well as the

foreign outlet for other refined oils, will soon be seriously

curtailed by Anglo-Persian, Russian and other competition.

Owing to the financial and industrial conditions abroad, the

number of motor vehicles used in all foreign countries

amounts to about one -fourth of the V/orld's cars, (4)

The airplane is the most promising nev/ means toward

which oil men may look for increased gasoline outlet. Regular

air-mail, passenger, and express services are now maintained

1: Osborn, C. - Op. Git. - p. 41
2: Ibid - p. 41
3: Ibid - p. 41-43
4: Ibid - p. 43
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"between many important cities. Since the mileage obtainable

per gallon of fuel by the plane is lower than by the automo-

bile, and the distance that can be reached in the same time

far greater, the great possibilities for increased gasoline

demand are plain. Statistics reveal nearly one million

barrels are used annually. An average of about 7 miles per

gallon or probably slightly less than one -half of that ob-

tainable by the average motor car is secured by the plane.

The mileage on Lindbergh's flight to Paris was about 9^ miles

per gallon. (1)

Kerosene

Only about 5 per cent of the total demand for 611

goes tov/ard the domestic and export demand for kerosene.

Though the consumption fluctuates slightly from year to year,

there is no definite movement upward or downward. The export

trade is a large factor, amounting in recent years to about

35 per cent of the total kerosene demand, but shows no ten-

dency to increase. (2)

The main uses of kerosene are for house heating,

lighting and tractor operation in country districts. Small

quantities are consumed in a limited number of stationery

engines and motorboats, and kerosene is also used to some ex-

tent for cooking. Kerosene has been practically eliminated

for lighting purposes except in country districts. Only the

growth of population, the use of tractors, and the export

trade enable it to sustain its present position. It no

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 4.5-47
2: Ibid - p. 47
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longer offers promise for any future enlarged outlet. (1)
;

j

Lubricants

The demand for domestic consumption and exportation

amounts to about 3 per cent of the total demand for oil.

While the demand is small in volume compared to gasoline and

fuel oil, lubricants have no competitor in tiie reduction of

friction. In steam engines they are used for cylinder lubri-

cation and for cold bearings of great variety. For the

internal combustion engine, a superior lubricant was made to

withstand the high temperature between the cylinder walls

and the pistons. (2)

The domestic and export demand for lubricating oils
I

has nearly doubled in the past 10 years. The domestic de- i

mand has grov/n more rapidly than exports, but foreign ship-

ments, including industrial lubricants, are large, representing

about one-third of the total demand. It is estimated that

the cons"umption by passenger cars is 1 gallon of lubricating

oil to about 25 or 30 gallons of gasoline. The ratio for

trucks and airplanes is about 1:20 gallons. (3)

Gas and Fuel Oil

jas oil and other overhead distillates heavier than

kerosene are used as internal-combustion fuel for light

Diesel engines, for enriching artificial gas, and for heating

buildings. When used for the latter purposes, they are called

"furnace oils". Residual oils and some of the black crudes,

high in asphalt, are consumed as fuel both under steam boilers

and in large, heavy Diesel eng ines. The bulk of the supply

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 47
2: Ibid - p. 47-48
3: Ibid - p. 48
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consists of residual fuel oil. Gas oil is a light, straw-

colored liquid, and heavy fuel oils are black and viscous.

All gas and fuel oils may be included under the terra "fuel

oil" for convenience. The proportion of the total oil de-

mand represented by fuel oil is 40 per cent. Since fuel oil

has become a competitor of crude oil as raw material for

gasoline manufacture, and since the consumption of fuel oil

is about equal to that of gasoline, this heavy product

occupies an important place in the economics of oil. (1)

It is sometimes stated that increases in fuel oil

occur only when the price is low, and its chief competitor,

coal, is expensive. It is true that low pi'ices stimulate

the consumption of fuel oil more than gasoline, but facts do

not indicate that low prices are necessary before the fuel

oil demand will grow, for there has been a healthy increase

in fuel oil demand and the largest gain occurred when the

price w£is highest. Oil is simply a superior fuel and con-

sumers are being gradually educated to its advantage as a

source of heat and power. In 1919 the demand was about

one-half million barrels per day. During the following few

years it doubled and since then has been in the increase. (2)

A: The Shipping industry is the largest individual
consumer. Fuel oil attains a high degree of
efficiency in marine transportation. The motor-
ship, powered by Diesel engines fed with fuel
oil by compressed air, has become an important
factor in marine transportation. The important
naval vessels of the V/orld are motorships or
oil burners. SpeeQ, cleanliness , and flexi-
bility and the time ana space saved in bunker-
ing are the well-known advantages of the motor-
ship over the coal burner. Because of these

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 49
2: Ibid - p. 51-52
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superiorities, nearly one-half of the world
tonnage recently lamched was powered with
Diesel engines. (1)

Steamships use large quantities of fuel oil
under their boilers. In ten years the
tonnage of oil -burning ships has more than
doubled. Some have been built to burn oil,
and others have been converted from coal
burners. The advantages mentioned above
for motorships have been the factors that
controlled the installation of the fuel-oil
burners or the conversion from coal. Approx-
imately 38 per cent of the World's shipping
consumes oil- as motor or boiler fuel, and
as new tonnage is launched, a large part of
it is designed to use fuel oil. (2)

B: Railroads rank second as fuel-oil consumers,
r.'ost of the oil so consumed is used by
locomotives operated in the southwestern and
northwestern states, where good coal can
only be obtained by long hauls and fuel oil
supplies are abund-ant. Oil supplies about
10 per cent of the fuel requirements of
American railroads. The past 5 years have
shown little change in the dem.and due to the
general improvement in railroad-fuel efficiency.
The ton mileage per unit of fuel oil used
has been increased. (3)

C: The producing companies, pipelines, and
refineries in the petroleum industry rank
third among the consumers of fuel oil; thus
convinced of the merits of its own product.
The refineries are the greatest users,
approximately 40 per cent of the heat used
in firing stills being obtained by them from
oil. The use of it is not growing in
refineries, due to efficiency and economy in
heat generation and the greater use of gas.
The use of fuel oil in the pumping stations
of pipeline companies, though small, is in-
creasing. (4)

D: Gas and electric power and light plants rank
fourth. About tv;o-thirds of the total
quantity used is employed in water-gas carbure-
tion and oil-gas production, but the data show
that the earth used to enrich water gas,
representing three-fourths of the consumption
by the gas-manufacturing industry, has been
steadily declining for several years. The

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 52, 54
2: Ibid - p. 54
3: Ibid - p. 54
4: Ibid - p. 55





water gas has "been displaced by coal gas,
and cokeoven, natural, and refinery-still
gases. The quantity of fuel oil used in
oil-gas production is likewise decreasing.
The electric public utility power and
light plants use only a small quantity of
of fuel oil. (1)

E: Sources of Heat for Buildings: One of the
most rapidly growing and promising outlets
for fuel oil is for the heating business
and public buildings and residences.
Although the consumption is less than
100,000 barrels per day, there has been an
increase of nearly 30 per cent during the
last 3 years. Domestic consumption is
increasing more rapidly than commercial
use . The potential market is very large
indeed and very promising. (2)

F: Other Industrial Users: The other uses for
fijiel oil in the United States are divided
among a number of industries that bufn it
under the boilers of steam plants, consume
it in stationary Internal combustion engines,
and otherwise apcly it for specialized
purposes. (3)

Among these industries are the iron and
steel producers, smelters and mines, and the
food industries, which are the largest of
miscellaneous users. The logging and lumber-
ing industry, textile producers, ceramic
industries, automobile manufacturers, and
paper and wood-pulp producers are limited
individual users. The chemical and allied
industries appear to be increasing in using
fuel oil and the cement and lime plants
decreasing. (4) •

It is well known that fuel oil possesses
superior characteristics over most other fuels
and in many places it is burned in competition
with coal, solely on the basis of comparative
cost and heating value. Its advantages of
ease of storing, handling, and thermal control
are better than any other fuel, and the con-
sumption could be tremendously expanded at the
expense of coal, if a sufficiently low price
v;as promised. (5)

1: Osborn,G. - Op. Git. - p. 55-56
2: Ibid - p. 56-57
3: Ibid - p. 57
4: Ibid - p. 57
5: Ibid - p. 58
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Export Trade: About 10 per cent of the fuel
delivered for consumption consists of ship-
ments to foreign countries, most of which
originate in California and the Gulf Coast.
During the past 10 years the quantity exported
has increased about 100 per cent. (2)

Wax, Asphalt , and Coke

Vax, produced in both crystalline and amorphous

forms, is largely used for the manufacture of candles, seal-

ing, and preserving materials, and medical dressings. Small

quantities are used in the engraving and other industries.

?/ax consumption has shown but little change in many years.

Exports are greater than domestic demand. (5)

Asphalt, manufactured into solid, semi-solid, and

liquid products, is sold principally for paving, roofing,

and waterproofing purposes. It has increased nearly 150 per

cent since 1920. While petroleum asphalt has many

competitors, it is, because of its cleanliness, resiliency,

and durability, an excellent paving material. It may be

expected to increase due to pressing demands by motorists

for better roads. (4)

Petroleum Coke, especially the better grades,

because of its purity, is consumed by the metallurgical and

electrical industries, and the poorer varieties are used

for domestic and industrial fuel. During the past few years

the practice of pulverizing coke and using it industrially

in the fashion of powdered coal has grown. The use of

petroleum coke has increased about 200 per cent since 1918

2: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit.
3: Ibid - p. 59
4: Ibid - p. 59-60

- p, 59
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and is promising in future demand. (1)

The above products, taken collectively, amount to

about 3.5 per cent or slightly more than the consumption of

lubricants

.

The statistics of the domestic consumption and ex-

port trade in oil are not complete without the inclusion of

shipments of crude petroleum to foreign countries. This

trade has shown substantial growth, although small. The

bulk of the oil is sent to Canada. (2)

Demand in Foreign Countrie

s

The consumption of oil in all foreign countries

amounts to about one-third of the World's demand. The grov/th

has not been as rapia as in this country, but it is steady. (3)

The smaller demand abroad is not due to lack of

adequate underground reserves for there is much evidence that

the amount of oil in some of these countries equals or ex-

ceeds the quantity in our own. But many of the proved pools

are far removed from the centers of consumption, and it has

been foiJind economically inexpedient to develop them and con-

struct the necessary long pipelines and refineries to supply

oil in large quantities. The laws and political conditions

in some countries are also unfavorable to the competition

which has brought on over-production and lovi^ prices in this

country. The result is that the petroleum fields of foreign

countries are not so intensively developed and much American

oil has been shipped to meet this deficiency. (4)

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 60
2: Ibid - p. 60
3: Ibid - p. 238
4: Ibid - p. 288
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The demand for oil in foreign countries has been

growing nearly twice as rapidly in recent years as in the

United States, with the probability of continued expansion. ( 1

)

Econoraic conditions also limit the use of oil; for

example, the number of motor vehicles used in all foreign

countries amounts to about one -fourth of the Vvorld ' s cars.

Nevertheless, foreign countries offer a large potential

market to the motor-car manufacturers and registration data

shows a gain of 60 per cent since 1924 compared to a gain of

20 per cent in the United States. The present ratio is

about one car to every family in the United States to about

one car to every 500 persons throughout the rest of the

world. (2)

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 290
2: Ibid - p. 290
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CHAPTER IV

WASTE AND CONSERVATION OF PETROLEUM AilD GAS

66

Physical Waste

Oil is not wastefully handled on leases after it

reaches the surface, considering^ its natural volatility,

fluidity, and mobility. Some oil has undoubtedly been lost

at unavoidable times, especially before new wells can be

placed under control, but compared to the total volume, the

loss is small. Producers generally exercise great care to

save all produced oil. (1)

There is a small loss in pipeline transportation and

storage of crude petroleum, -due to evaporation of the light

fractions and leakage from lines and tanl<:s . The engineering

profession is fast solving some of these problems, e.g., by

use of the floating roof and the welded joint in place of the

screw coupling. The concrete container is subject to settlin

and cracking, and some oil is lost from these tanks and from

earthen reservoirs by seepage and evaporation. Now 80 per

cent of crude oil tankage consists of steel and only 20 per

cent earthen and concrete. There is no available data for

showing the amount of petroleum lost in crude-oil transporta-

tion and storage. (2)

The difference between the marketable products

secured from the refineries and the qualtity of petroleum

charged to the stills by the whole industry is about 4 per

cent. A great deal of gasoline is lost by evaporation from

1: Osborn,G. - "Oil Economics" - p. 299
2: Ibid - p. 299
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refined tankage, "but much is being accomplished in the re-

duction of these losses by means of breathing devices,

cooling equipment, etc. This product is lost also by evap-

oration in tank-car transportation, but large savings are

effected by the use of pipelines. (1)

A serious loss of gas has been common throughout

the entire history of the oil and gas industries. As oil

and gas occur together in the subsurface reservoirs and oil

is more valuable than gas, there is naturally more gas pro-

duced at times than demand will absorb, and the surplus

cannot be sold. Although the gas-oil ratio is high many

times, the oil men who drill the well naturally want to

recover as much of the valuable petroleum as possible, and

huge volumes of gas are wasted in this way. r,:ost of the gas

is now treated for the removal of its gasoline content.

Sometimes, if a well yields no oil, the natural gas has been

wasted. (2)

Natural gas, on account of its large volume even

under pressure, requires lines of larger diameter than oil,

and the losses due to leakage in transportation are some-

times great and difficult to detect. Expansion and

contraction are great and much gas can escape in a short

time from small openings in the lines. {6)

Economic Waste

Economic waste is the underground loss of oil and

gas, and the more or less intangible increase in cost and

prices or the escape of savings and profits. The losses are

caused by unnecessary and \mwise drilling and producing

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Cit. - p. 300
2: Ibid - p. 300-301
3: Ibid - p. 301
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practice, overproduction, waste of gas energy, and duplica-

tion of transportation, refining, and marketing activities.

The above facts are controversial and difficult to analyze. (1)

It is believed that the fundamental cause of the

alleged economic losses is injudicious drilling and lifting

practice and that supply should be restricted by more

economic well-spacing and by better methods and control of

production. The result might be that oil reserves would be

conserved, gas Vifould be more fully utilized as a natural

lifting agent, and costs would be decreased and profits de-

creased. Llany oil men agree that overproduction is an

outstanding evil of the industry and should be curtailed .( 2)

Facts indicate that there are wastes which can be

reduced and modifications in practice that the industry can

make voluntarily which will lov/er costs. (5)

Conservation

A detailed definition of oil and gas conservation

is difficult, due to the various schools of thought, but in

general, conservation means the wise use of natural resources.

There are, in general, three groups of conservation-

ists. One group believes that the oil supply of the United

States will be soon exhausted and that its exportation should

be stopped and the demand restricted to gasoline and lubricat-

ing oils due to the inability of oil sources to be

quantitatively measured like coal. This would result in a

disruption of manufacturing practice, deprive the fuel

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 301-302
2: Ibid - p. 301-302
3: Ibid - p. 302
4: Ibid - p. 297
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consumer of the oil he can use at competitive price, and

emasculate a foreign investment by American companies amount-

ing to nearly 1^ billion dollars. (1)

A second group believes the petroleum reserve is

practically inexhaustible and think that oil should be pro-

duced as rapidly as possible, and since petroleum is superior

to coal, it should be used to displace coal whenever it can

be done. (2)

The third group takes a middle course and believes

that the reserves are large, but fixed, and that conservation

based on price and sane competition is important and that

efficient methods of production which will reduce costs and

result in the largest possible yields should be employed and

finally tnat petroleum should be refined and consumed under

conditions which will yield maximum utility. This belief is

the most practical and is supported by law and economic

principle. {6)

Government Regulation

1: Federal Oil Conservation Board:

In 1924 President Calvin Coolidge recog-
nized the fact of alleged economic waste
in tne oil industry by the appointment
of a Federal oil Conservation Board. This
Board consists of three members of the
Cabinet aided by technical advisers and
has been studying the oil situation for
several years. While it has no legal
authority over the industry, it makes re-
ports to the President on national
petroleum conditions and acts in an advisory
capacity to the oil men. (4)

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 298
2: Ibid - p. 298
5: Ibid - p. 298
4: Ibid - p. 304
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It is thought that the oil industry should
be regulated by the Government as the rail-
roads are regulated by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. Theoretically, many
beneficial policies could be effected by
unprejudiced centralized management - namely,
spacing of wells according to advice of
engineers in charge; developing of pools
in an orderly manner; making and preserving
drilling and production records for use by
all; balancing of supply and demand;
eliminating excessive refining and marketing
facilities; and research. (1)

There are many practical reasons against
Government regulation - namely, many new
fields are needed to supplement declining
pools, and the cost of finding is so high
that the wildcatter must not be discouraged
by restrictions which would remove his
chance for reward; large supervisory organ-
izations would be required that might be
influenced by politics, and too man:;-

decisions would be put in the hands of
boards and committees, and the oil industry
is not yet as mature as were the railroads
when the Government stepped in with its
regulations. (2)

2: Mational Industrial Recovery Act - Oil Code:

A major development in oil industry
stabilization occurred during 1933, #ien
the transition from State to Federal con-
trol of many of those functions that
Government is presuined to exercise was
effected. For several years stabilization
of the oil industry has been considered a
function of Government. Prior to 1933,
the control of oil field development and
production had been left exclusively to
the State governments and was generally re-
garded by oil lawyers as coming within the
exclusive Constitutional authority of the
State to regulate as opposed to Federal
legislation. The states had failed in
their effort, however, for several reasons.
Superficiality of attempted remedies, con-
flict with Federal Constitutional provision,
and difficulty of. co-ordinating programs
with each other, all combined to defeat

1: Oscorn,G. - Op.Cit. - p. 318
2: Ibid - p. 318-319
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the efforts of several oil-producing
states so that by Kay 193.3 the oil in-
dustry had reached a new economic low
in its recent history. (1)

A procedure was evolved under authority
of the iNiational Industrial Recovery Act
by means of which the Federal Government
could exercise the necessary control and
thereby bring about a carefully planned
co-ordinated effort comprehending the
States and the Federal Government , acting
in conjunction with representatives of
the oil industry. (2)

An Oil Code or agreement was formulated
and adopted which set out details, by
which the production and sale of oil and
its products were to be regulated and
controlled, and centred authority in the
President of the- United States for
administration of the Code with the ad-
vice and assistance of a committee
nominated by the ' industry . The President,
in turn, named the Secretary of the
Interior as Oil Administrator, and the
latter set up the Petroleum Administration
Board to assist in the exercise of his
duties as they relate to the oil industry. (3)

On August 19, 1933, President Roosevelt signed the

Oil Code to be effective September 2, 1933. This was done

to accomplish and effectuate the policies set forth in the

National Industrial Recovery Act which would result in a

code of fair competition to govern the whole petroleum in-

dustry.

The purposes of this code v>rere as follows:

1: To meet the emergency in the petroleum industry.

2: To increase employment, establish fair and
adequate wages, enlarge the purchasing
pov/er of persons related to this industry,
and improve standards of labor.

1: Oliver, Earl - "Stabilization in the Oil Industry" -p. 19
Mining and :,;etallurgy , January 1934.

2: Ibid - p. 19-20
3: Ibid - p. 20
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3: To conserve the Nation's petroleum resources
and to prevent physical and economic
wastes which demoralize the national mar-
ket to the detriment of consumers and
producers, and to restrain and avoid
recurring abuses in the production , trans

-

portation and marketing of petroleum and
its products which directly obstruct the
free flow of interstate and foreign
commerce "by causing abnormal and disturbing
temporary fluctuations in the supply of
petroleuiTi or its products that are not re-
sponsive to actual demand and prices and
disrupt the normal flow of interstate
commerce in petroleum and its products.

4: To prevent the growth of monopoly resulting
from unfair competitive practices,

5: To protect the Nation from an unnecessarily
wasteful depletion of this natural resource
essential for the national defense and
safety and the continued functioning of
the Nation's transportation facilities that
are dependent for operation on an adequate
and economic supply of petroleum and its
products. (1)

The administrative machinery for the effectuation of this

code consists of:

1: The Planning and Co-ordination Committee, represent-
ing the petroleum industry and the National
Recovery Administration.

2: A Federal Agency designated by the President.

The Planning and Co-Ordinat ion Committee consists

of 15 members, three of whom (without vote) shall be

representatives of the National Recovery Administration and

appointed by the President, and twelve of whom shall be

representatives of the petroleum industry.

The Planning and Go-Ordination Committee co-operates

with the petroleum administrator, who is the Secretary of the

Interior, as a planning and fair practice agency for the

petroleum industry.

1: National Petroleum News, "Oil Code as Amended September
13", September 20, 1933, - p. 25-32
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The Federal Agency designated by the President makes

such estimates of petroleum requirements and such recommenda-

tions, allocations and inventories as maybe required for the

effectuation of this code. They are also empowered to call

upon the industry for all necessary statistical and other

reports.

The President may also limit imports of crude

petroleum and petroleum products, limit withdrawals of crude

oil from storage, cut down production of the wells by setting

up quotas in the states, and prescribe a base price for

gasoline for a certain length of time.

Yi/ildcatt ing is not forbidden, as this practice aids

in the future maintenance of the petroleum supply.

The Federal Agency has the power to divide the

country into eight refining districts and to suggest a proper

relationship between inventories of gasoline and the sales

thereof for each district. (1)

Maximum hours and minimum wages for all branches of

the ind^istry are defined and set forth in the code. Purther-

m.ore , a schedule of equipment prices to be used as a basis of

purchase or sale between oil companies and a sched^ile of

maximum credit terms are also set forth in the code.

The transportation rates and practices are to be

investigated from time to time by a sub-committee of the

Planning and Co-Ordina ting Committee and appropriate action

to be undertaken is recommended to the President.

1: National Petroleum News - Op. Cit. - p. 25-32
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Provisions relating to the transactions of refiners,

distributors, jobbers, and wholesalers in detail are set forth

in the marketing section of the code. (1)

Importation

Another suggestion that has been put forward by

interested parties is that America might conserve her oil

supplies by importing larger quantities of foreign petroleum,

because whatever may be the oil reserve of the United States,

it is fixed. If demand continues to grow, it is well known

that, in case of partial shortage, additional foreign oil

could be more cheaply imported than substitutes could be

manufactured from coal or oil shales. (2)

Facts show that production and consumption in the

United States are much larger than in all the rest of the

World, but that our underground oil supply is small compared

to the reserves of foreign countries estimated on the basis

of known geology. Twelve ye&rs ago it was stated in the

United States Senate that this country contained one-sixth

of the reserves but produced three-fourths of the World's

consumption. Although not quite so true today, the

unfavorable relationship still prevails. (3)

It appears that foreign countries, though as a whole,

possessing immense quantities of oil, are attempting to con-

serve their underground supplies and largely operating their

internal combustion motors, burners, and machinery with

American oil. While this relationship is striking from a

commercial viewpoint, when looked upon from the angle of

1: national Petroleum News, "Oil Code as Amended September
13", September 20, 1933, - p. 25-32

2: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 319
3: Ibid - p. 320
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national security with the knowledge in mind that oil is a

vital necessity in time of war, many people think it is

doubly significant and that the problem of conservation by

importation is broadened to include questions concerning the

political and commercial control of the "jVorld's resources .( 1)

American companies fortunately control most of the

domestic production and reserves, and are large holders of

producing and promising leases and concessions in some of

the foreign countries of the Western Plemisphere - namely,

Venezuela, I/lexico, and Colombia. All the oil reserves in

this country could be mobilized for national defense and

could be imported from neutral companies. (2)

Struggle for Reserves by Standard Oil and Royal -Dutch-Shell

Prior to the tv/entieth century the Standard Oil

group dominated the foreign oil situation, but today condi-

tions have been materially changed by the aggression of

foreign companies. The Dutch shell Syndicate, aided by the

British Government, has become a formidable competitor whose

operations cover almost the entire civilized World exclusive

of Russia. American companies lead in the productive fields

of Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, and Canada, but are entirely

or largely barred from Russia, the Dutch East Indies, Persia,

India, Egypt, and many other parts of the British Empire and

its mandates, and produce oil in small quantities in Trinidad,

Poland, and Roumania. (5)

The producing fields become the depleted areas of

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 520
c: Ibid - p, 320
3: Ibid - p. 321
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tomorrow, and the control of production does not tiive a true

picture of our interest in the foreign reserves. Before the

World "'ar the open door policy prevailed tinroui^hout most of

the world, and there was little need for concern. During this

great conflict, Great Britain, then the owner of only a small

part of the reserves, learned the value of oil, especially

to her naval fleet, and established a policy that within a

comparatively few years has placed her in political and/or

commercial control of over one-half of the World's under-

ground oil. In many of her domains the door has teen closed

to American companies and conditions have thus been created

that have made oil an outstanding subject of international

diplomacy, which, according to some authorities, may lead to

a breach in Anglo-American harmony. (1)

The two following statements, one by Sir Edward

Mackay Edgar, British petroleum banker in 1919, illustrating

the British policy, and the other by i<lr. Fretyman i,:.P. in

the London ''TlIviES", shows how Great Britain has advanced in

the petroleum industry; (2)

Sir Edgar * s Sta tement

"America has recklessly and in 60 years run through

a legacy that, properly conserved, should have lasted her

for at least a century and a half. Just v;hen Americans have

become accustomed to use tv/enty times as much oil per head

as is used in Great Britain; just when invention has

indefinitely the need for oil in industry; just when it has

grovm to be as common and as true a saying that "oil is king"

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 321
2: Ibid - p. 321-322
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as it was 20 years ago that steel was king; just when the

point has "been reached where oil controls money instead of

money controlling oil -- the United States finds her chief

soiirce of domestic supply beginning to dry up and a time ap-

proaching when, instead of ruling the oil market of the world,

she will have to compete with other countries for her share

of the crude product The British position is impregnable.

All of the known oil fields, outside of tne United States

itself, are in British hands or under British management or

control, or financed by British capital."

Mr . Pre tyman ' s Sta temen t on iviay 1919:

"\Vhen the war came, the position was that the

British G-overnment, with its vast interests in the v/hole

world, controlled about two per cent of the World's petrol-

eum supplies -- now he thought that when adjustments were

completed the British Empire would not be very far from con-

trolling one-half of the available supplies of petroleum in

the World." (1)

The first statement is exaggerated, but the last

has proven to be true.

Stung by these facts and statements, which were pub-

lished throughout the world, and by the future possibility

of the need for foreign oil, both the State Department and

the oil companies of the United States set to work. As a

result, our reserves in the Latin American countries have

been increased; foreign countries have been barred from

acquiring ownership of oil rights under unleased land in

this country imless our companies are accorded the right to

1: Denny, L. - "We Fight for Oil" - p. 30
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lease in the countries to which these foreign groups ov;e

allegiance; and Great Britain by diplomatic correspondence

has been persuaded to open her doors to American oil companies

in some of her domains where they had been closed. (1)

Political Importance

Oil fields may be divided into two main classes,

according to their location within or outside of the teri-i-

tory of the controlling interests. Most of tbe oil fields

in the United States are being exploited by American capital,

tne Royal-Dutch-Shell being the only important foreign

company drav/ing on the crude oil supplies and engaged in

important marketing operations in this country. At present

Russian oil resources are being developed exclusively by the

Russian Government through the oil trust, the Soyusneft.

Apart from these two important exceptions, most oil fields

of the world, including even the European fields of Rumania

and Poland (Galicia), are being exploited by foreign capital

interests, mainly, American, British, Dutch, and French. (2)

• The political, fight for oil began about 1911-1912.

Signs of a struggle increased during the Yu'orld Vi/ar, but it

only developed in tne years after the war. The struggle is

being fought out today, and will be carried on tomorrow as

fiercely as ever. (3)

The cause of all this is the introduction of oil

as fuel for ships in practically every fleet in the v/orld.

Up to 1910 the Governments of the 7orld could look on calmly

while their citizens made increasing use of rock oil, first

a s an illuminant in their lamps, and then as a source of

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 322
2: "World Resources and Industries", by PJrick W. Zimmerraann,

p. 496 - Harper 8c Bros ., Publisher s , li .Y . & London,
1933, - 841 pages.

3: Iv;ohr,A. - "The Oil War" - p. 34
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power in their vehicles and factories. All this was economic

matter and of no interest to the political powers. The State

only intervened with legislation which was intended to check

the extensive formation of tourists. All this was purely

internal matter and had no connection with international re-

lations between countries. (1)

This attitude only changed when the problem presented

itself as to who should control the world's cil fields and

it became vitally important for the future development of the

world's navies. Thencefrom, oil became a political factor

of great international importance. (2)

This letter in itself proved a warning and an

exhortation to Glemenceau to use his opportunities to secure

as much as possible of the valuable oil from the Near East

for France. (3)

This "oil war", as it is called, is being waged with

much secrecy for it is doubtful if any chapter in contemporary

history can show so many biased statements and willfully

falsified documents of a more or less "official character"

as the story of the oil war. The governments of the various

countries seldom appear openly in the field, but frequently

act under cover of private companies, whose capital and

management are more or less controlled by them. Thus the

companies, and not the coiintries themselves, are the official

combatants. (4)

1: i»lohr,A. - Op. Git. - p. 54-35
2: Ibid - p. 35
3: Ibid - p. 36
4: Ibid - p. 36-37
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Importance cf Transportation by 'Vater

With the exception of the United States and Russia

none of the leading v/orld pov.-ers have within their boundaries

the oil supplies needed to meet present peace-time requirements

and, even in the case of the United States, it is admitted by

competent observers that the known oil reserves within the

country are adequate to meet demands for more than a compara-

tively few years. It follows , therefore , that tiie transporta-

tion of petroleum - almost entirely by tank steamers - from

foreign fields to the main consuming centres is one of trie

most important factors affecting the present and future de-

velopment of the oil industry.. (1)

The wrold-wide distribution of petroleum is affected

by num.erous factors of which international politics is not

the least important. The assurance of an ample supply of

petroleum - one of the most essential munitions of war - is

of paramount importance, particularly to those countries

subjected to the rivalries of powerful neighbors, and

paralleling the importance of the control of an ample supply

is that of its safe transportation from the fields to the

consuming centres. To illustrate: France is dependent

almost entirely on foreign sources for its petroleum require-

ments, estimated at close to 100,000 barrels daily, and in

order to control such a supply, it acquired , after the World

War, an interest in Iraq oil fields. It has lately under-

taken the construction of a pipeline from these fields to

the Mediterranean seaboard in Syria with the expectation

that late in 1954 these fields will supply between 50 and

1: GarfiaSjV.R. -"Tanker Rates and Canal Tolls Important
Factors in Determining Markets of Foreign Oil" OIL
AND GAS JOURNAL, February 22, 1954.
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40 per cent of the country's requirements. It should be

noted, however, that the availability of the supply is entirely

dependent on the safe operation in the Mediterranean at all

times of an adequate fleet of tank steamers. Thus, in order

to transport 40,000 barrels daily, it will be necessary for

one 10,000-ton tanker to leave Tripoli, the Syrian port, say

for iViarseille, every other day throughout the year, while to

meet the entire present peace requirements of France from the

Iraq fields, a fleet of some 30 such tankers must be kept in

continuous operation between Tripoli and Marseille.

There are now in operation close to 1,680 tanker

steamers, more than half of which will load on an average con-

siderably less than 50,000 barrels. The tank steamers commonly

employed in the international oil trade, on the other hand,

have carrying capacities in excess of 70,000 barrels. The

number of such tankers, which aggregate 625, and tiieir average

individual carrying capacities follov; :

Number of Carrying Capacity
Tankers in U. S. Barrels

200 75,000

165 85,000

80 96,000

180 over 100,000

The cost of marine transportation varies directly

with the distance between terminal harbors and it thus follows

that the use of canals which shorten such distance is

economical whenever the canal tolls represent a saving over

the added cost of the longer route, which eliminates the use

Carf ias ,V.R. Op.Cit. - p. 11
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of the canal.

Reserves in the United Sta tes

In 19kil the United States Geological Survey, in co-

operation with the American Association of Petroleum

Geologists, made an exhaustive, painstaking estimate of all

producing, probable, and possible oil territory. The con-

clusion was reached that the underground reserves recoverable

by existing methods of drilling and producing at that time

amounted to about 9 billion barrels. Between 1920 and 1933

the United States produced nearly 10 billion barrels of oil.

Deeper drilling and better finding and producing miethods were

used during these 13 years than in earlier years. (1)

Experience seems to show that no satisfying estimate

of the underground supply in barrels can be made. The com-

mercial reserves of producing v/ells can be computed by

engineering methods, and the economically recoverable oil in

.proved undeveloped areas can be calculated with reasonable

accuracy. The engineer can also estimate how much additional

oil can be recovered from wells at high costs after they are

exhausted by ordinary methods of flowing and pumping, and als

the amount of petroleum left in the producing horizons after

the oil recoverable by existing commercial methods has been

fully produced. (2)

The additional oil that may exist in the vast un-

tested areas of the United States cannot be estimated. All

the geologist can do is point out the areas, but they must be

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 88-89
2: Ibid - p. 90
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drilled to determine whether or not, and in what quantities,

they contain oil. (1)

According to estimate, the producing areas in 1925

amounted to about 2 million acres, credited with a reserve

of approximately 3z- billion barrels. That area of the

proved, undeveloped pools was about 1 million acres , estimated

to yield nearly 1§ billion barrels. The total proved com-

mercial reserves, with the exceptions noted, amounted to a

little over 4-| billion barrels. It was also stated that a

little over l| billion barrels of additional oil could be

profitably recovered by ordinary methods of flowing and

pumping at 'higher prices than- those paid in 1925, thus

bringing the total to a little over 5^ billion barrels. (2)

It is well known by men who have compared the

original content of oil sands with the yields that the

larger proportion of the petroleum remains in the producing

horizons after flowing and pumping cease. According to

some, 80 per cent remains. When need and the price are

right, much of this oil could be recovered perhaps by

flooding or restoration of pressure with gas or air, by

sinking shafts and cutting galleries, or by mining the oil

sands. The committee estimated that about 26 billion

barrels would remain in the sands of the producing and

proved undeveloped fields of this country after common

methods of flowing and pumping failed to yield further oil.

Since over 15 billion barrels of oil have been produced

in this countr:/, this es timate appears conservative . (5)~|

1: Osborn,C. -Op.Cit. - p. 90
2: Ibid - p. 91
3: Ibid - p. 92
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Vast Untes ted Possible Areas

Only a small part of the probable and possible oil

territory of this country has been tested to conclusive

depths and, without the information given by deep tests, little

can be known about sub-surface geology. Surface evidence and

fragmentary sub-surface data indicate that tiiere are vast un-

tested areas which may contain petroleurn. (1)

The report of the Committee of the American Petroleurn

Institute states in part: (2)

"The major oil reserves of the United States lie
in some one billion, one hundred million
(1,100,000,000) acres of lands underlain by sed-
imentary rocks, and not fully explored, in which
geology indicates oil is' possible. VJitii extended
search, new supplies will be found therein.
There are approximately 827,000,000 acres where
oil is not possible.

"The Nation has an additional reserve in the vast
deposits of oil shale, coal, and lignites, from
all of which liquid fuel and lubricants may be
extracted if and when the cost of recovery is
justified by the price of these products. These
prodi:icts are so huge that they promise, under
conservative estimates, an almost unlimited supply.
There are about three hundred and ninety-four
billion (394,000,000,000) short tons of oil shale,
from which about' one hundred and eight billion
(108,000,000,000) barrels of crude shale oil can
be recovered, yielding twenty-five billion
(25,000,000,000) barrels of motor fuel.

"a minimum estimate of five hundred and twenty-
five billion (525,000,000,000) barrels of liquid
products from the country deposits of coal,
yielding an estimated ninety-two billion
(92,000,000,000) barrels of motor fuel.

"An estimated yield of seventy billion barrels of
liquid products from the country's lignite
deposits, twelve billion barrels of which could
be used as motor fuel." (3)

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. -p. 96
2: "Am.erican Petroleujn - Supply and Demand" - p. 7

This book is a report to the American Petroleum Institute
by the Committee of eleven.

3: "American Petroleum - Supply & Demand" - Op.Cit. - p. 7
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The sub-coinjjiittee (of the American Petroleum

Institute) believes that the free petroleum reserve of the

Nation includes: (1)

1: Oil to "be recovered, by present flowing and
pumping methods from known producing and
proved acreage.

2: Casing-head gasoline from known producing
and proven acreage.

3: Oil remaining in the ground in known pro-
ducing and proven fields after flowing and
pumping cease,

4: Oil and casing-head gasoline to come from
deeper oil bearing sands, not now producing,
but known to be present beneath our present
producing and proven areas.

5: Oil and casing-head gasoline to come from
new fields and new producing districts, yet
to be discovered in the large area in which
new oil fields may logically be sought.

B: Oil which will remain in the ground under
the fields yet to be discovered after flowing
and pumping cease.

Control of Reserves

Ownership of the petroleum reserves is vested mainly

in the. hands of oil company lessees and corporate or private

landowners or royalty holders. Ordinarily, when land is

leased for oil production, the landowner or separate owner

of the sub-surface mineral rights, as the case may be,

retains a free one-eighth interest or royalty in the petrol-

eum that may be produced. The lessee usually pays a cash

price per acre, called a "bonus", and agrees to drill or

pay an annual rental for the privilege of deferring develop-

ments. If the lease is not drilled or the rentals paid, the

1: "American Petroleum - Supply and Demand" - Op. Git. - p. 41
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agreement is automatically canceled. (1)

Within the past few years some progress has been

made in the co-operative pooling of oil-lease and ro^/alty

rights by landowners under centralized management whereby

the inconie is divided either on the basis of headri^hts or

the amount of acreage contributed. Much of this kind of

pooling must be accomplished in advance of development. (2)

Americans own approximately 95 per cent of the

production and most of the prospective oil land in the

United States. About 5 per cent of the total production

is controlled by foreign capital, mainly British-Dutch . (5)

Reserves in Foreign Coun tries '

The underground reserves of most foreign countries

are comparatively unknown. Practically no deep wells have

been drilled for oil in many-nations and the available

geologic information is largfely confined to seeps and out-

crops. Of the important producing oil regions only the

Tampico and Tuxpam areas of Mexico, the Maracaibo Basin of

Venezuela, the Baku and Grozny districts of Russia, and

certain areas of Roumania, Poland, and the Dutch East Indies

are sufficiently developed to offer criteria comparable to

those in United States for tne estimation of their oil re-

serves. The best that can be offered is a scientific guess,

based upon available data and subject to error.

The only scientific attempt that has been made to

measure the reserves of foreign countries, in barrels, was

1: Gsborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 96
2: Ibid - p. 98
3: Ibid - p. 99
4: Ibid - p. 293
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prepared by Eugene Stebinger of the United States Geological

Survey and published in 19:^0 by David V/hi te , then chief geol-

ogist. The total fi^^ure was 56 billion barrels. V/hite

thought it was very conservative and that it could be brought

up to 55 billion barrels since he thought there was probably

20 billion additional available barrels. (1)

Subst itutes for Petroleum

There are no satisfactory substitutes for oils at

competitive prices except as an illuminant , as a fuel under

steam boilers, and for paving. In many places fuel oil dis-

places competitive coal under steajn boilers. (2)

Lubricating oil is the- most essential product of

petroleum. For certain types of lubrication refined veget-

able oils and possibly animal fats can be used, but for

oiling high speed bearings and for all lubrication in the

presence of the high temperature of internal-combustion

motors there i s no known commercial substitute for petroleum

lubricants. Fuel oil is the raw material from which lubri-

cants are made. (3) .

Gasoline has no known satisfactory substitute as an

internal combustion fuel for automotive purposes at

competitive prices in this country. Benzol, obtained from

coal, and alcohol, secured from vegetable material, have

been used as substitutes, but they are not as satisfactory

and cannot be produced in sufficient quantities as gasoline.

Gasoline is a cheap, efficient and satisfactory motor fuel. (4)

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 293
2: Ibid - p. 109
3: Ibid - p. 110
4: Ibid - p. 110
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Kerosene is no longer useful as an illuminant except

in rural districts. Coal, water, power, and oil are employed

to generate electricity, which has supplanted kerosene.

For fast motorship purposes oil could not be dis-

placed by competitive fuels at many times present prices,

but with great reduction in efficiency these ships could be

converted into coal burners. (1)

A: Coal

Oils obtainable from certain types of
coal are generally considered a most
likely substitute for the high-grade
petroleum products. Coal is available
over widely distributed areas amd it
•has been shewn that coal can be
liquefied, and motor fuels, lubricants
and other oils thus manufactured. (2)

According to the Federal Conservation
Board, the reserves of bituminous , sub-
bituminous, and semi-bituminous coal
within 3000 feet of the surface,
together with lignite deposits, amount
to about 6^ trillion tons, and are
capable of yielding over 100 billion
barrels of motor fuel. Excluding the
lignite, the estimated recoverable
motor fuel is more than 500 times the
actual output of gasoline from petrol-
eum in this country in 1927. Much
additional coal is available below
3000 feet and :nown deposits have
scarcely been scratched. (3)

Coal possesses some advantages over
oil shales as a source of petroleum.
Many of the deposits are located in
areas of large gasoline consumption,
whereas the largest of the oil-shale
deposits are remote from the centres
of population. The residue from coal
is a valuable fuel. Spent shale is
worthless and the expense of handling
it high. The yield of oil would be

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 110
2: Ibid - p. Ill
3: Ibid - p. Ill
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much higher than that obtainable from
shale. (1) I

The output of benzol in a recent year
amounted to about 90 million gallons, '

or less than one per cent of the gaso-
|

line yield in the same period. A
i

considerable portion of the benzol
j

output is blended with gasoline for !

.motor fuel. Alone, benzol is not a '

satisfactory motor fuel. It is secured
as a by-product in the distillation of
coal at high temperatures for the pro-
duction of coke and gas, but the yield

|

amounts to only 3 or 4 gallons of light \

oil per ton. (ki)
'

There are three methods for obtaining larger yields
[

of products from coal similar to those made from petroleum.
\

1. Low temperature carbonization of coal.
]

2. Partial liquefaction at low temperatures by
heating coal in an atmosphere of hydrogen. '

3. Complete gasification of coai and the synthesis I

of liquid fuels. (3)

The first process is in commercial operation on a

small scale in Germany and several units are operated inter-

mittently in the United States, but the motor fuel is a by-

product and the costs are high. Berguis has proposed a

method whereby the second process can be accomplished exper-

imentally and it is now being tried out on a commercial

scale at Mannheim, G^ermany. The yield is about 100 gallons
i

of liquid fuel per ton, from which 40 gallons of motor fuel

is obtained. The costs are too high, and if oil prices

should rise to high levels, some progress might be made with

the methods. (4)
|

I

I

I

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 112
2: Ibid - p. 112
3: Ibid - p. 112
4: Ibid - p. 112-113

!
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B: Oil Shale

According to the report of the American
Petroleu:r. Institute, the estimated
amount of shale is 394 billion tons,
from which 108 billion barrels of crude
shale oil could be recovered. This is
about ten times the cumulative quantity
of petroleum produced in this country
to date. The oil shale deposits are
thicker than coal veins and the cost of
miining should be less. (1)

Small quantities of shale oil have been
reported in Scotland at times when oil
prices were hij^h, but it has not been
shown that the methods are commercially
suitable for American shales. (2)

For example, the oil-shale industry of
the United States was inactive in 19.31,
as the low prices of crude and refined
oils did not justify operation of the
plants. The industry in foreign
countries experienced a fairly satisfac-
tory year in output, but profits were
undoubtedly reduced by the v; or Id -wide
slump in gasoline prices. The production
of shale in the seven foreign countries
reporting in 1931 was 2,394,925 metric
tons. Of this amount, Scotland, the
leading country, produced 1,760,557
metric tons; Estonia, 499,495 tons;France,
74,541 tons; and Spain, 55,611. (3)

Oil-shale operations, in order to be
profitable, will have to be conducted on
a very large scale, involving capital
outlay of several millions of dollars
for a single comiraercial plant. Unlike
the oil industry, where a m.an with small
capital, by making a strike, can often
obtain a quick return of many times the
capital invested, the oil-shale industry
is likely to be a large-scale manufactur-
ing industry with a small profit per ton
of material treated. Although the
industry, when once established, will
doubtless pay a .fair return on the capital
invested, it may be difficult to finance
operations until the supply of crude oil

1: Osborn,C. - Op. Git. - p. 113
2: Ibid - p. 113
3: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Iviines, "Crude

Petroleum and Petrole"um Products in 1931", 11:29, -

p . 669
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is definitely on the decline or until
the demand exceeds the supply over a

period of years. (1)

G: Ale ohol

After some mechanical adjustments have
been made in autorriobile engines, this
product has been used to a small extent
where prices are high. Since alcohol
is derived mainly from plants, it pre-
sents many interestir^ aspects as a
possible motor fuel. (2)

Corn and molasses are the only vegetable
products that approach commercial
possibilities at this time. The World's
supply of cane sugar, however, would
furnish only enough by-product molasses
to yield the equivalent of about 2 per
cent of one year' s consumption of
gasoline in the United States. If the
entire corn crop of 'this country were
converted into alcohol, it v/ould yield
a little less than one-half of the annual
consumption of motor fuel. It is estimated
that about 10 acres of corn or 46 acres
of sugar cane would be necessary to supply
motor fuel to the average car. (3)

Potatoes and sugar beets offer possi-
bilities, but at present the acreage
devoted to the cultivation of these
crops is too small to be considered.
Thus, large increases in tilled land
and farm labor would be involved in
substitution of alcohol for gasoline.
Cost is also an important factor to
be considered.

1: Federal Oil Conservation Commission, Second Report to
the President of the United States.

2: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - P. 115

3: Ibid - p. 115
4: Ibid - p. 115
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CHAPTER V

PRODUCTION AND REFINING IN FOREIGN COUITTRIES

Production

Petroleum is produced on a commercial scale in some

tv/enty-six countries, with the United States by far the most

important. Since the recording of production was begun in

1857, the world has yielded 18,638,505,000 barrels, of which

12,249,149,000 barrels have been produced in this coujitry.

Kore than 1,500,000,000 barrels are produced annually and

United States supplies the billion. (1)

Of the countries producinj^ petroleum on a commer-

cial scale, eight contribute 96 per cent. These are: the

United States, Venezuela, Russia (including the Island of

Sakhalin), i/iexi co , Persia, Ije therlands , East Indies,

Roumania, and Colombia. (2)

Up to the present time, this country has produced

two-thirds of the world's total output of petroleum. Russia

is next in importance, with less than one-seventh. Mexico

has contributed about five percent. The remaining fifteen

per cent is scattered over many minor fields. At the turn

of the century, Russia was the leading producer with United

States second. Qv/ing to the greater ease with #iich

petroleum could be produced in this country, the greater

accessibility of American supplies, and the better organiza-

tion of the American refining industry, tne United States

rapidly expanded its production from less than 70 million

barrels in 1901 to more than 1 billion barrels in 1929,

1: "Petroleum Facts and Figures", Division of Public
Relations, American Petroleum Institute, 3rd edition,
p . 5

2: Ibid - Loc.Git.
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while Russian production stagnated before the ''Jar at around

65 million tarrels and declined sharply during the 'Var.

Today Russia, with an output of probably not much less than

200 million barrels, is second and is rapidly forging ahead

under the stimulus of a planned economy. Venezuela, which

held second rank in 1930, is dropping back, largely as a re-

sult of the stabilization efforts of the large international

oil companies which dominate the oil industry of that country.

Mexico, whose output in 1921 closely approached the 200

million line, has been dropping back steadily during the last

ten or twelve years, partly because of legislative reforms

unfavorable to foreign investors and partly because of physi-

cal conditions. The Mexican output in 1931 amounted to only

33 million barrels, or 2.4 per cent of the world's total out-

put. (1)

Actual oil production is quite inequitably distrib-

uted among the continents, but the petroleum resources of

some continents are still largely undeveloped. Geologists

consider North America by far the richest section in oil.

But certain parts of North America, Central America, the

'.Vest Indies, and most of Mexico, consist of mountain ranges

too highly disturbed to be highly prolific, although the

Gulf Coastal Plain of Llexico has been astonishingly produc-

tive. The British Colony of Trinidad has some oil and large

natural asphalt deposits. Canada and Alaska have oil

possibilities not yet fully developed. (2)

1: Zimmermann, Eric V/. - "'Vorld Resources and Industries" -

p. 481-482
2: "Petroleum Facts and Figures" - Op.Cit. - p. 5-6
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Great possibilities for oil are believed to exist in

the little explored and undeveloped South American Continent,

since Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador already have

yielded a rich production. (1)

The rocks of Central and '"iestern Europe, geologists

say, are too broken and disturbed to permit accumulation of

oil in large quantities, but many small fields have been, and

probably will be developed, particularly in Roumania , Galicia

,

Languedoc, Hanover, and northern Italy. In eastern Europe,

however, beneath the great plains of Russia and the Baltic

countries, are broadly-folded geologic beds not unlike those

of the Mid-Continent oil fields" of the United States. Russia

particularly is believed to possess a wealth of undeveloped

oil territory. Formations on the flanks of the Caucasus

already have yielded quantities of oil, with most of the pro-

duction taken from the Baku region. Northern Europe alone

shows little indication of commercial accumulations. A

sizable old shale industry has been developed in Scotland,

but attempts to find oil in commercial quantities generally

throughout the British Isles have met with little success. (2)

The drill, final authority for the presence of oil,

has established the productive possibilities of Asia,

especially in Iraq (Mesopotamia), southwestern Persia, the

Punjab, Burma, Szechwan and Shensi provinces of China, in

Siberia, and in Netherland East Indies. Some possibilities

are seen in the southwestern plateaus of Arabia, Syria and

1: "Petroleum Facts and Figures" -LocGit. -

2: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
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I

Palestine. Production is under v/ay in Borneo, Java , Sumatra .
;

!

and Sarawak. Production only on a small scale has been de-
j

1

ve loped in Africa, and that chiefly in Egypt. Australia, '

New Zealand, and otner island countries of the pacific Ocean
|

show little, if any, promise. (1)
j

The gain in demand during the past 20 years has
j

I

been met in large part by an annual average increase of about
j

10 per cent in the foreign production. The rate of growth
j

was retarded during the 'Vorld 'Var, but since 1923 the rate '

of increase has been steadily growing. (2)
j

I

Venezuela, one of the newest producing nations, has
\

become a leader. Seven years ago the output of this country '

was small, but owing to her prolific reserves, the aggressive- J

ness of the producers, favorable laws and national policies,

and a ready market of oil, it is probable that she will con-

tinue to forge ahead. Though the mineral rights are vested

in the Government, concessions are granted to foreigners.

The royalties range from 7| to 11^ per cent. American and
|

British-Dutch companies- produce the greater part of the oil.

The cost of production is about 56 cents per barrel. (5)

Mexico, up to 1922, was long the principal foreign

producing company. But in this year and succeeding ones \

underground water encroached upon her bonanza pools in the \

Tuxpam area and she has been steadily declining until she

now occupies seventh place. The low cost of production and

profijse output of Mexico was a feature in her prime although
i

i

1: "Petroleum Facts and Figures"
2: Osborn,G. - Op. Git. - p. 290
3: Ibid - p. 290-291

- Op. Git. - p. 6
I

i
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she produced oil of a low grade. Leases were readily

secured by foreign companies - namely, American and British-

Dutch, during the Diaz regime. (1)

In 1911, after the assassination of Diaz, succeed-

ing revolutions broke forth with the result that a Constitu-

tion was finally set up in 1917 which attempted to nullify

these titles and reinvest the oil lands of Mexico. After

much agitation between Mexico and foreign countries, com-

promises were made and the dispute concerning vested rights

temporarily settled in a satisfactory manner. Nevertheless,

production continues to decline in this countr7/. (2)

Russia ranks second among the foreign oil-producing

countries. At tne close of the nineteenth century the out-

put of this nation exceeded that of the United States for a

short time. During the Vi/orld War and until 1920 it dropped

rapidly to yield only about one-third of its original pro-

duction. When the Soviet Government came into power, the

national oil resources and the industry were converted into

a governmental monopoly. From thenceforth, up-to-date

equipment v/as imported and installed, technical oil men from

other nations were employed and development pushed forward.

Thus Russia, rich in petroleum resources, has materially in-

creased her yield in excess of pre-war production. (3)

Persia, fourth among foreign oil-producing coim tries,

has yielded over 100,000 barrels per day. The oil is pro-

duced by the Anglo-Persian Company from a portion of the

D'Arcy concession covering five-sixths of Persia. The fields

are well served m th pipelines, the oil is of good quality,

the wells prolific, the reserve large and this Company is

1: Osborn,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 291
2: Ibid - p. 291
3: Ibid - p. 292
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backed by the British Government. The outlook for future

production is very good. (1)

The Dutch East Indies, Rournania, Colombia, Peru,

and Poland, are also fair producing countries. The output

of the Rouraanian pools was practically wiped out during the

World Yiar , but it has now grown to 200 per cent over pre-

v/ar production. Colombia has grown only during the past

seven years and Peru has yielded oil for a long time with

ever-increasing output. (2)

Refining

Large refineries have been built on the islands of

Curacao, Trinidad, and Aruba, which lie along the northern

shore of Venezuela. The Royal-Dutch-Shell refinery on

Curacao is one of the largest in the world. These plants

refine South American, especially Venezuelan, crudes .Russia

is building large refineries to add to her present capacity,

her refineries in 1950 having worked up over 16 million tons

of crude oil. Roumanian refineries, during the same year,

treated close to six million tons. Great Britain, the second

largest consumer of petroleum products in the world, has

built up a large refining industry since the "Uar which, at

present, treats principally Persian crudes. Prance is lay-

ing plans to work up Mosul oil, which the pipeline to

Tripoli will make available to that country. Several other

European nations, even those that do not produce any crude

oil, have established refineries, in several cases under

1: Osbom,C. - Op.Cit. - p. 292-293
2: Ibid - p. 293
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direct C-overnn:ent influence. In Asia the three most import-

ant oil producing countries - Persia, the Dutch East Indies,

and Burma - possess well-equipped refining industries; and

in Egypt also a modern refinery has been erected. (1)

World Production During 1952

The world production of crude petroleum during 1932

totaled 1,305,957,000 barrels, a decrease of nearly 67,000,000

barrels, or 5 per cent from 1951. In 1932, as in 1951, pro-

duction outside the United . States increased; consequently,

the ratio of production in the United States to tiie world

total declined from 62 per cent in 1951 to 60.1 per cent in

1952. Production in 1952 was divided according to conti-

nents as follows: North America, 62.5 per cent; South

America, including Trinidad, 12.8 per cent: Europe, 16.6

per cent; Asia, including Japan, East Indies, and Sakhalin,

8 per cent; and Africa 0.1 per cent. These data indicate

chiefly a gain in the relative proportion produced in the

Eastern Hemisphere. (2)

Production in Russia showed a small decline in

1932, although it was the last year of the 5-year plan.

However, that country continued to rank second to the United

States in production, with plans to triple the output under

a new 5-year plan. (5)

The production of Venezuela, the third-ranking

nation, totaled 116,500,000 barrels in 1952, virtually the

same as in 1951. Drilling declined materially in Venezuela

in 1952.(4)

1: "V/orld Resources and Industries", by Eric 'V. Zimmermann -

p. 516-517
2: "Minerals Yearbook 1952-1955", U.S.Bureau of Mines - p.46k;-485

(819 pages)
5: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
4 : Ibid - Loc.Cit.
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Production in Rumania rose to a new high level in

1932, due to competitive drilling in certain prolific fields.

Production in Persia also reached a new high level in 1932,

although the gain was due to increased demand. Production

in Mexico continued to decline, although the drop in 1932

was relatively small. (1)

1; "Minerals Yearbook' 1932-1933" , United States Bureau of

Mines - p. 482-483 (819 pages)
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World' s Activitie s in Crude Oil During 1952

The world's production of crude petroleum in 1932

totaled close to 1,509,000,000 barrels, and it is estimated

that the same volume was run through refineries. Imports

aggregated about 205 million barrels and exports 210 million

barrels, the 4 million odd barrels necessary to balance these

figures representing oil taken out of storage. (1)

The United States imported more crude than it ex-

ported and refined more than it produced, the deficiency

being made up by a reduction of stocks of close to 20 million

barrels. (2)

Russia put into storag-e during the year about 10

million and exported close to 4 million barrels of crude

petroleum out of a production of 155 million barrels. The

storing and exporting was mostly due to a lack of adequate

refining facilities. (5)

Practically the entire production of Venezuela was

exported as crude to the Dutch West Indies, i.e., 115 million

out of 116 million barrels, and of this, less than nine per

cent was re-exported as crude, the balance being run through

the refineries at Aruba and Curacao. (4)

The bulk of the Roumanian production was refined

within Roumania and only about two per cent was exported.

About 25 per cent of the entire Persian production was ex-

ported as crude and tne balance, or 75 per cent, refined at

Abadam at the head of the Persian Gulf. (5)

1: V.R.Garfias & R.V.Vhetsel: "World's Crude Oil Balance
Sheet for Year 1952" - Oil and Gas Journal, May 18,1935,
p. 15.

2: Ibid - Log. Clt.
5: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
4: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
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The production of the fields of Dutch East Indies

and Sarawak was mostly refined locally and only about 20 per

cent was exported. (1)

Twenty-eight per cent of the oil produced in Ivlexlco,

mostly heavy asphaltic grade, was exported. United States re-

ceiving much of it. Practically the entire output of the

Colombian fields was exported as crude, mostly to the United

States, while the oil produced in Argentina, British India,

Poland, Egypt, Japan and Germany was all refined and con-

sumed locally. (2)

Important refining activities are being conducted

in countries that have little or no crude production of their

own. This applies to the United Kingdom, Canada, Prance,

Japan, Australia, and Germany in line with the policy of

diverting to the consuming, country whatever profit or advant-

age there may be in carrying operations at home. Outstanding

examples of this policy is shown by Canada, producing only

one million barrels and yet importing 28 million; France,

producing half a million barrels and importing 7 million;

Dutch West Indies, producing not a barrel and importing over

94 million barrels; and the United Kingdom producing nothing

and importing over 10 million barrels. (3)

Table #4 summarizes the crude oil movemoits during

1932. The figures (in thousands of barrels of 42 U.S.

barrels) are believed to give a true picture, although they

are subject to revision.

1: Garfias , V.K . , and 'A'hetsel, R.V. - Op.Cit.
2: Ibid - Op.Cit.

3: V .K . Garf ias , and K.V.Whetsel - Op. Cit.
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Now, that the status of foreign countries carrying on the

production of petroleum has been treated in general, the

following data will treat more specifically with each country

in the field of producing and refining. First of all, the

biggest producing countries of the Eastern Hemisphere will be

ccnsidered according to tneir importance; tlien the countries

of the '.Vestern Hemisphere will be treated likewise with the

exception of the United States, wnich nas already been dealt

with in the preceding pages,

RUSSIA

The petroleum industry in Russia is organized as a

'Government monopoly, the control of the industry being vested

in a number of trusts charged with the conduct of the

different phases. Unit control is possible on account of

Government ownership and operation of all the oil fields.

Absence of property lines and lease obligations permits the

development of each structure in accordance v/ith the best

judgment of the technologists in charge. (1)

Intensive exploitation of tne older producing areas,

together with a hasty development of recently discovered

fields, gives promise of a large increase in Russia's rate

of crude production in the near future. (2)

Practically all Russian petroleum comes from fields

which were under exploitation when the Soviet Government con-

fiscated them. Azneft, the biggest division of the oil

1: Institution of Petroleum Technologists Journal, h.arch,
1934 - p. 126-A

2: ibid - Loc.Cit.
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trust, comprises the territory around Baku; Grozneft, that

territory around Grozny; and Maineft is that region around

liaikop, at the eastern end of the Caucasian Mountains .Thus ,

virtually all the oil comes from the Caucasian region be-

tween the Caspian and the Black Seas. (1)

The most important producing districts are those of

Baku, Grozny and Maikop, and reference is made to the #45

well, the Lok Batan, which produced such enormous quantities

of oil in the year 1933. Another important new district in

the Azneft territory has been discovered near Kala. Two

wells on this site are producing about 3000 (21,000 barrels)

tons per day each, and it appears that Lok Batan and Kala

alone will produce between 20 and 40 per cent of the produc-

tion scheduled for Azneft for 1934 (20 million tons) under

the Five Year Plan. (2)

The two principal sources of consumption in Russia

are tractors and automobiles, of v/hich the production has

been steadily increased. Moreover, the home consumption of

grades of spirit and light oils are increasing. (3)

At the start of the year each operating trust under

the U.S.S.R. is given a certain quota which it is expected

to fulfill before the end of the year. Also , a definite

program is drawn up by the U.S.S.R. which calls for the

drilling of more wells in the proven and semi-proven areas

with a number of wildcat tests in sections where promising

geophysical data have been obtained. (4)

it "Petroleum in U.S.S.R.'', - p. 439 - Institute of
Petroleum Technologists Journal, May 1932.

2s Institution of Petroleum Technologists, January 1934 -

100 pages - p. 4-A
3: Ibid
4: "News from Foreign Lands", Oil and Gas Journal - p. 18 -

February 15, 1934
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The peak in Russian crude oil production was in

1931 when it totaled 162,842,000 barrels. Field activity

increased the latter part of 1966 and this was reflected in

greater output. The production was aided by the drilling

of several wells of the gusher type in the Lok-3atan dis-

trict of Baku. (1)

Russia, up to January 1, 1934, has produced about

12.5 per cent of txie world's total petroleum production.

In the year 1932 she produced about 12 per cent of the

world's petroleiom production and in 1933 this percentage

was about 10.5.

Trusts Crude Oil Production 1932 1933

Azneft 15,526,600 12,181,300

Grozneft 4,866,700 7,709,700

Maineft 606,100 925,100

Embaneft 194,400 24 7,000

Other Trusts 246 ,200 312,100

21,440,000 21,375,200

(Data in Metric Tons 1 ton equals 7 barrels)

The Russian production of refined kerosene increased

in 1933 over 1932. Russian production of kerosene exceeded

the gasoline production in these two years. It is an impor-

tant factor in its export markets. (2)

The U.S.S.R. increased its production of lubricat-

ing oils in 1933, according to available information. Ivlore

1: "News from Foreign Lands", Oil and Gas Journal
February 15, 1934.

2: Ibid - p. 18

- p. IS -
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of its lubricating oils were offered in European markets

during 1935. The country has a large productions of crudes

suitable for the manufacture of steam refined stocks and

bright stocks and also overhead oils. (1)

A new pipe line connecting the oil area in the

Grozny district - I.ialgobek, with the town Mozdok, where the

new pipe line is connected with the pipeline Grozny-Touapse

,

the oil export port - was completed recently. The crude

from Ivlalgobek is to be refinea at Touapse, and the oil

products from Malgobek crude will be exported. (2)

The refineries in operation September 1931 are

listed below: (3)

Daily
Gapacl ty

Trust Location Refineries Barrels

Azneft (Baku 21 * 208,000
(Batum 2 # 6,000

Grozneft (Grozni 9 # 119,000
(Touapse 1 6,500

(Leningrad 1 300
(Krasnodar 1 3,000

Neftisavodi (Konstantinovska 1 5,500
(Home Office (Varinsk 1 3,000

Guryev) (Uzbez Republic 1 400

38 551,700

Jf Eight complete with cracking units; # Two complete with
cracking units.

Russian refineries have additional refining capac-

ity under construction and probably completed at this date.

1: Oil and Gas Journal - p. 18 - February 15, 1934 - "News
from Foreign Lands'*.

2: Ibid - p. 13
3: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce; Trade Information Bulletin i^Io.784 - 44 pages
1932 - p. 36
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They are: Azneft at Baku, 2 pipe stills, 1 shell still

battery, 1 paraffin and de-waxing plant, 4 cracking units,

1 high-vacuum still, and 4 cracking units and i pipe still;

Neftizarodi at Kons tan tinovska , 1 cracking unit; Middle

Asianeft at Kokand, 1 cracking unit; and Sakhalinneft at

Chabarovsk, 1 cracking unit. (1)

RQUiviAKIA

Rouraania, Poland and Soviet Russia are the only

European countries able to supply the necessary quantity for

their needs and to have a margin for export,' the cormnercial-

ization of Roumanian petroleum- products being divided in the

proportion of 80 per cent for export and 20 per cent for in-

ternal consumption. In spite of the fact that the quantities

exported, especially from Roumania, are fairly important,

the total supply of these three countries is insufficient to

meet the needs of the European and African countries. (2)

Diiring the post-war period, the Roumanian oil

industry made big strides, its production growing at a con-

siderable rate. Its rate also grew in proportion as the

entire surplus production was taken over by the consuming

countries, whereas the home consumption has remained about

stationary for a long period, principally owing to the fact

that Roumania owns other power generating elements besides

oil. (3)

The increase of the crude oil production and

1: U.S. Department of Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin
Wo. 784 - p. 36

2: "Petroleum in Roumania" by Iviihail Pizanty, printed by
Atelierele Grafice Coltora Nationala, Bucharest,
1930 - 100 pages - p. 5

3: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
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especially of the exportable quantity could not have been

achieved without the large co-operation of foreign capital.

This capital was invested in exploitations, refineries , mean

s

of transport and sale, leading tnis industry into a prosper-

ous channel. (1)

Concessions are granted to private companies by

auction on a royalty basis and by payment to the State of an

amount in cash, or under the shape of a co -as soc ia ti on

between the lessee and the State, in accordance with the Law

for the organization and administration on a commercial basis

of public property and undertakings. (2)

All Roumanian oil production is obtained from salt

domes, some buried, others at the surface. The oil-bearing

region extends throughout the southeastern side of the Car-

pathians, including especially the districts of Danibovita,

Prahova, Buzan. and Bacau. Oil occurs also in the Putna

district, where we find some old workings. Traces of oil

occur also in the districts of Goof, Neamt, and Vipieta. A

small oil basin occurs also at Sacel in the Maramuresh

district. (3)

The area of the oil-bearing regions amounts to

120,000 hectares, more than 46,000 hectares of which are

leased to various firms and only about 4,000 hectares are

actually under exploitation; the latter figure includes also

the recent area leased by the State. (4)

In the pre-war period, the oil industry has re-

corded a maximum production in 1915 yielding 1,885,619 tons.

1: "Petroleum in Koumania" by Ivlihail Pizanty; printed by
Atelierele Graf ice Ooltora Wationala, Bucharest , 1950 -

100 pages - p. 5
2: Ibid - p. 9
5: Ibid - p. 14
4: Ibid - p. 14
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During the war, at the retreat of the Roumanian Army, the

wells were closed and the storage tanks destroyed to avoid

their utilization by tne enemy. In spite of this, ho^vever,

during tne occupation a certain number of v\;ells were repaired

and a small production obtained. (1)

Beginning with 1920, Koumania's output has shown a

steady increase, the production for 1953 being 10.4 per cent

better than that of 1931, and the latter ©ne exceeding by

15.4 per cent the figure for 1930. (2)

The commercialization of the petroleum products is

divided in the proportion of 80 per cent for export and 20

per cent for internal consumption. (3)

During the past five years Rouraania's crude oil pro-

duction has increased by 72 per cent, exports by 170 per cent,

while internal consumption remained on the same level with

the exception of 1933, which showed an increase of 14,5 per

cent as compared with the previous year. (4)

PRODUCTION AtiD EXPORT OF PETROLEUM MD PETROLEUK PRODUCTS
"

in 1000 tons (1 ton equals 7 barrels)

Year Total Output Exp or t s

1928 4,282 2,344
1929 4,837 2,823
1930 5,792 3,85 6

1931 6,756 4,647
1932 7,350 5,165

Due to tie fact that Rou:nania exports 80 per cent

of its annual production, the influence of Roumanian pro-

duction in the European market and in the international

1: "Petroleum in Roumania", by Llihail Pizanty; printed by
Atelierele 'Irafice Goltora Nationala, Bucharest , 1930

,

p. 14
2: Oil and Cas Journal - p. 10 - :,.arch 29, 1934.
3: Ibid - p. 10
4: Ibid - p. 10
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petroleum industry is more important than its ranking posi-

tion as the fourth oil producing country of the world would

indicate and the facts stated above will bear this out.(l)

PRODUCTION OF THE VARIOUS DISTRICTS DURING 1928 and
1929

District 1929 Per Cent 1928 Per Cent

Prahova 5,371,636 69.88 3,011,116 70.54
Dambovitza 1,290,641 26.72 1,074,397 25.17
Bacau 86,405 1,78 112,512 2.63
3UZSU 78,596 1.62 70,516 1.66

4,827,278 100.00 4,268,541 100.00

The participation of .various capitals in the

country's production is as follows:

British Capital owns 2O.O70 of production
Anglo -Dutch " " 20,2%
Franco-Belgian Capital " 23.0%
Roumanian " " 20. r^*^ " "

II It

It II

/o

II I?

II II

Idem participating with
foreign companies " 7.7?o

American Capital " 6.6'^^

Italian " " 1.7^^ " "

Other " " 0.8';^ "

Total 100,0%

At the beginning of 1950 there were over 100 com-

panies constituted under the form of Roumanian corporations

for the exploitation, treatment and marketing of oil.

Roumania is the fourth largest producer of petrol-

eum at the present time and refines by far the largest part

1: Oil YJeekly - May 14, 1934 - p. 9
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of its crude production in the 55 refineries now operating

within its boundaries. (1)

It has teen estimated that these refineries with a

total capacity of approximately 58,000,000 barrels of crude

annually or 158,900 daily, represent a combined capital of

about $60,000,000. (2)

The use of cracking installations is not large;

only four of tne larger refineries, the Steana-po-i*iana re-

finery at Campina, the Astra-Romana refinery at ploesti, the

Romano-Americana refiner;y at Teleapen, and the ''Xenia"

refinery of tne Homano-rt.fricana Go. at Ploesti, nov; having

cracking equipment. The annual- capacities of these cracking

plants are reported to be 1,680,000 barrels, 2,555,000 barre

700,000 barrels, and 420,000 barrels, respectively. The

average percentage of gasoline now obtained by the Roumanian

refineries is about 20.(5)

Kt present natural-gasoline plants are reported to

be in operation at six refineries: Astra-Romana at Ploesti,

Steana-Romana at Campina, Univea and Orion at Ploesti,

Romano-Americana at Teleagen, Anrova refinery at Baicoi, and

the Teleagd refinery at Teleagd. The existing or projected

plants at present provide a production capacity of about

2,661 barrels of gasoline daily. The utilized production is

reported to be about 1,951 barrels daily. (4)

Roumania is also a gas producing country, the gas

containing 9&fo methane.

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries'' - Trade
Information Bulletin Ko.784 - U .S .Department of Com-
merce - p. 34

2: Ibid - p. 34^

3: Ibid
4: Ibid
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PERSIA

Persia Is fifth ranking oil producing country in

the world. In 1952 she produced about 3.8 per cent of the

world's production and in 1933 she produced about 3.4 per

cent

.

The Anglo -Persian Oil Company operates wells at

.Mas j id-i-Sulaiman and Haft-Kel, the other two areas together

extending over 90 square miles and producing 7 million tons

of high grade crude oil in 1933. Pipe lines 145 miles long

connect the fields with the refinery four square miles in

area at Abadam. A subsidiary company recently formed, the

"Kermanshah Petroleum Company";, has a field at llaft-Kanah

on the Iraq frontier, whence it will transport its crude oil

by pipe line to a refinery in course of construction at

Kermanshah. (1)

The Anglo-Persian Oil Company (Ltd.) is the only

company operating a refinery ir. Persia, and that is the one

at Abadam, close to the Persian Gulf. The plant equipment

is modem, and the crude comes from the district around

Mas jid-i-Sulairaan, and Haft-Kel in southwest Persia. The

products are kerosene, benzene, and fuel oils; the total

output of refined products and residuals in 1930 being

34,500,000 barrels. (2)

DUTCH EAST BIDIES

There are 10 refineries in the Netherland East

Indies which are distributed as follows: 4 in Sumatra, 4 in

Sumatra, 4 in Java, 1 in Borneo, and one on the Island of

1: "Petroleum in Persia", Lon. x^etroleum Rouraain, 1934, 35,
845-847

2: U.S. Department of Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin
#784 - "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries" -

p. 31
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Ceram. (1)

The Bataofsche Petroleum Maatschappij (hereafter

referred to as the B.P.i... ) , a subsidiary of the Royal -Dutch-

Shell group, has seven working refineries. The largest

refinery in the islands is tnat of the D.P.I,:. at Balik

Paparon the island of Borneo. (2)

Two of the other three refineries, one at Soengei-

Gerong, near Palembang in South Sumatra, and a small

refinery at Kapoean, in east-central Java, are owned by the

Kederlandsche Koloniale Petroleum Maatschappij (hereafter

referred to as the Koloniale), a subsidiary of an American

company. The other refinery, located at Klantoeng in

central Java, west of Samorang, is owned by the Algemeene

Petroleum Company. (3)

In each case the crude petroleum is obtained from

concessions located in the general vicinity of the refinery,

the producing wells and refinery being operated by the same

controlling interests. Gasoline, kerosene, turpentine sub-

stitute, solar oil, fuel oil, biesel oil, asphalt,

lubricating oils and greases, and paraffin are obtained fro;n

the various refineries. (4)

There is, however, considerable variation in the

quality of the crude oil produced on the different islands.

Nearly all of the North Sumatra crude oils are especially

rich in light products and contain little or no paraffin.

South Sumatra crude, on the other hand, yields considerable

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931" -

Department of Comrr.erce - p. 26 - Trade Information
Bulletin No. 784.

2: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
3: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
4: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
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paraffin. The Borneo crude oils vary considerably in compo-

sition, even in the same field. The Torakan oils yield, as

a rule, little gasoline. Some of them contain no kerosene.

(

The refineries in Java and Borneo put out a large

quantity of paraffin wax. A large part of the wax is used

for candles, which, on account of the high melting point of

Borneo paraffin, are particularly suitable for use in the

tropics. (2)

The capacity of all Dutch East Indies refineries is

indicated by the following statement of production in 1930:

Barrels

Java and i;.adeira 4,600,000
Sumatra 17,875,000
Borneo 18,600,000
Ceram 525, 0'X)

Total 41,400,000

Exports, 1930 6,005,021

Total for Refinery ....35,400,000

Borneo - at Balikpapan, on the east coast of Dutch

East indies, is located by far tne largest refinery in the

Dutch East Indies. It is owned by the B.P.I/.. Its daily

capacity is estimated at 35,000 barrels. Crude oil is re-

ceived through pipe lines at the refinery from the oil

fields. At this refinery practically all petroleum products

from light distillates to asphalt, are produced.

On Torakan Island, on the northeast coast of Borneo

is a plant at which the crude oil from the Torakan fields on

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931" - Op.
Git. - p. 26-27

2: Ibid - p. 27
3: Ibid - p. 27
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the mainland is prepared as fuel oil. There is no refiner^/-

at this point, the crude oil being of such quality that by

a very simple process the water and sand can be removed,

rendering the oil iirmiediately suitable for bunkering without

further treatment. Ample storage facilities exist for both

crude oil and the prepared fuel oil. Besides distribution

through a fueling station on Torakan Island, considerable

quantities of both crude oil and prepared fuel oil are ex-

ported, much going to Japan. (1)

Ceram:- There is a small topping plant at Boela

Bay, on the northeastern coast of Ceram, owned by the

Dordtlsche Petroleum Co. (a subsidiary of the B.P.M.) The

crude oil from the fields in Ceram are topped for the liglriter

products at Boela Bay, tne topped crude being shipped to

the Company's refinery at Balik Papan for the final refining

processes. The residue is sold in Ceram at a small fueling

station near the topping plant.

Java:- Of tne four refineries on the Island of

Java, two are controlled by tne B.P.wi., one by the Koloniale,

and the fourth and last by the Algemeene Petroleum Co. {2)

The refinery at Wonokromo, near Surabaya, controlled

by the B.P.iv:. , has an approximate capacity of 2,000 barrels.

The crude oil supplies arrive in tank cars from various con-

cessions in the .vicinity. The main product of the refinery

is kerosene, most of which is marketed locally. A small

amount of gasoline is produced. Lubricating oils are made

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931",
Op.Cit. - p. 27

2: Ibid - p. 27-28
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and sold to the sugar and rice mills of Java, as well as to

the automotive trade. (1)

The refinery at i'jepoe, also owned by the B.P.M. ,

is a complete plant and has a capacity of 6,0'X) barrels a

day. Its average production daily is about 9,500 barrels.

Much of the crude oil handled at this refinery carries

paraffin especially suitable for the manufacture of csndles.

A candle factory is operated by tne Company in conjunction

with the refinery. Gasoline and kerosene are the principal

producta produced at Tjepoe. (2)

Koloniale operates a small refinery at Kapolan. It

produces about 5,000 barrels daily on crude obtained from

wells drilled on territory granted by the Wetherland East

Indies Government in July 1928.

The last of tlrie four refineries, owned by the

Algemeene Petroleuiii Co., is located at Klantoeng. The out-

put is relatively small. Its capacity is about 100 barrels

per day. The principal product is kerosene, which is dis-

tributed locally, and the residue is used as a fuel at the

plant or sold locally when a surplus exists. (3)

Sumatra:- Two of the four refineries in Sumatra

are located along the northeast coast, one at Perlak on

Cape • Peurala , and the other at Pangkalan Peninsula. At Per-

lak the B.P.M. owns a complete plant for distilling and

refining gasoline. The products of this plant are run

through pipe lines to Pangkalan Brandon, about 70 miles, for

further distribution. (4)

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries" Op.Cit - p. 28
2: Ibid - p. 28
3: Ibid - p. 28
4: Ibid - p. 29
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The B.P-M, refinery at Pangkalan Brandon is located

on the Babalan Kiver and has a capacity of 12,030 barrels.

The refinery is used chiefly for the production of gasoline

and kerosene. The crude oil from the northern Sumatra fields

is very rich in light distillates, yielding 30 per cent, or

more, of high-grade gasoline in addition to 40 per cent or

more of kerosene. (1)

The other refinery operated by B.P.K. is located in

the Palembang District in the southern portion of the island

at Pladjoe on the Ivioesi River, a fev/ miles below the port

town of Palembang. This plant constitutes a complete refin-

ing unit with a aaily capacity- in excess of 18,000 barrels.

A plant for treating kerosene is a branch of this refinery. (2)

The refinery produces almost a complete line of

products, the main ones being gasoline, kerosene, lubricating

oils, and grease. The crude oil is either piped to the

refineries or brou53ht down the I.ioesi River in barges from

Kajoe. Two pipe lines connect the Kampong i.iuifak field with

the Plajoe refinery. Still another line brings crude oil

from the Kelamoen district, a distance of 141 miles. (3)

The Koloniale refinery located at Soengei-Oer ong

is also on the Moesi River, but downstream from the Plajoe.

It receives its supply of crude oil by pipelines. Its

capacity is over 25,000 barrels. The principal products are

gasoline and kerosene; hov/ever, the refinery produces a coin-

plete range of products except lubricating oil and asphalt.

1: "Petroleum Refinerie.s in Foreign Countries", Qp.Cit. -

p. 29
2: Ibid - p. 29
3: Ibid - p. 29-30
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In addition to refined gasoline, the crude oil of some of

the producing fields is enriched by the addition of a good

supply of natural gasoline. A wax plant is also in

operation. (1)

IRAQ

An oil area which has attracted world-v/ide attention

tecause of tne diplomat ic struggle over its control, and

which may "be expected to enter the ranks of important pro-

ducers in the near future, is located in Iraq. The

exploitation of tnis field is awaiting the completion of a

1150 mile pipe line v^ich will- connect this oil field with

the Mediterranean at Haifa and Tripoli. Haifa, in Palestine,

is under British control while Tripoli, the northern terminus

is in Syria and under French control. It is hoped to com-

plete this pipe line by 1955, at which time the production

of 30 million barrels a year will become technically possible

At present the Iraq Petroleum Co. is composed of the follow-

ing interests, tne percentage of whose ownership is indicated

D'Arcy Exploration Company, Ltd.,
(Anglo-Persian Company, Ltd . ) 23.75)^0

Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Company, Ltd.,
(Royal-Dutch-Shell) '. 23.75>^

Compagnie Prancaise des Petroles
(French Group) 23.75/0

Near East Development Corporation,
(Standard Oil Company (w , J, )

,Stanaard
Oil Company of New York, Gulf Refining
Company) 23.7o:'o

Participations and Investments , Ltd

.

(C.S.Gulbenkian, et al.) 5.00;^

100.001
1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries" , Op. Cit. , p. 30
2: "7-orld Resources and Industries" by Eric W.Zimmermann,

Harper and Bros., Publishers, New York and London,
1933, - 841 pages - p. 492-496
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SAKHALIN

The Island of Sakhalin is situated to the north of

Japan and separated from the mainland of Siberia by the Gulf

of Tartary. The major portion of the island belongs to

Russia, the remainder to Japan. In 1925, the Japanese ob-

tained a concession from the Russians, lasting 40 years,

whereby they were granted exploitation rights over certain

territories in the nortnern (Russian) part of the island. (1)

The production of crude from SaMialin has mounted

steadily from 1926 (23,000 tons) to date, reaching 328,570

tons in 1932. The Japanese refine their crude at refineries

near Tokio, while the Russians refine at Vladivostock and

Chabarovsk, which are about 600 and 1000 miles respectively

away. (2)

Since the important petroleum producing fields of

the Eastern Hemisphere have been considered, we will turn

our attention to the important producing fields in the

Vj'estern Hemisphere. Venezuela will b-e the first country

to come under consideration.

1: "Petroleum Industry of Sakhalin", Mon . Pe tr .Roum.
1933 - p. 1397'

2: Ibid - Loc.Git,
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Petroleum development has been rapid in Venezuela,

production jumping from 425,000 barrels in 1919 to

137,000,000 barrels in 1930, but exports in commercial

quantities were not made until 1921, when 1,500,000 barrels

were exported. It is estimated that, of the total area of

Venezuela lying north of the Orinoco River, 35,000 square

miles represent the portion within which it is possible to

develop oil production. The 1,'aracaibo Tiasin alone, where

most of the present oil pools have been located, contains

approximately 10,000,000 acres. The principal regions of

activit7r at present are: The f.iaracaibo Basin; eastern

Venezuela, in the States of Monagas and Sucre; and in the

State of Falcon, northeast of I.laracaibo. The greatest ex-

ploitation, however, has taken place in the i.laracaibo Basin,

where the first wells were drilled in 1914, at which time a

British petroleum company drilled two test vi/ells. Develop-

ment was slow until 1923, when twenty-six wells were drilled

at the south end of Lake i.aracaibo. Since that time

Venezuela has risen from its rank as a small producer of oil

to second place in world production, which position it held

until September, 1930. As a result of intensive petroleum

production in the Russian fields, Russia surpassed Venezuela,

where a program of curtailment has been in progress, made

necessary by the world oil situation. (1)

Although oil production is primarily in the hands

1: U.S. Department of Comii:erce, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic GonLmerce, - "Commercial and Industrial De-
velopment of Venezuela" - Trade Information Bulletin
Ko.793 - p. 26-27
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of foreign companies , the direct return to Venezuela through

high wages, purcnase of native materials, Government royalties

and taxes, has heen exceedingly beneficial to the general

economic condition of the country during the past few years,

when the agricultural crops, upon which prosperity in

general has been dependent, have been below normal and world

prices low. '.Miile petroleum development has more directly

benefited those sections of the country in the imTjediate

areas of production, the country as a whole receives tne

indirect benefits of the industry, as evidenced by the

generally satisfactory commercial situation, the sound con-

dition of national finances, and tne large amount of public

works. (1)

To date, this countr^f has produced about 3.6 per

cent of the world's total oil production up to January 1,

1934. In 1932 she produced 8,33 per cent of that year's

total production, her total being 118,000,000 barrels. In

1933 her production made up 8.9 per cent of the world's

total, being 116,300,000 barrels.

A remarkable and sudden change took place in

Venezuela through the development of its resources of petrol-

eum. Prior to 1923 iMaracaibo was known only as a coffee-

exporting port, and its economic prosperity depended upon

that crop. In that year certain companies v^hich had been

prospecting for oil for a number of years began to get re-

sults, and exploitation since that time has been intensive.

1: "Commercial and Industrial Development of Venezuela -

Op.Cit. - p. 27-28
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The rapid development brought to the oil fields hundreds of

North Americans, Europeans and 'Vest Indians, and thousands

of Venezuelans - from the interior states, from central, and

even from eastern Venezuela. Wages for daily labor increased

100 per cent and more; prices for foodstuffs and for rentals

increased to a still greater extent, and more money was put

into circulation than tnere ever had been before. As a re-

sult, the population of the .v.aracaibo Basin has adopted a

higher standard of living, and there has been created a de-

mand for United States products, ranging from food to labor-

saving devices. l/.echanical goods especial ly h ad been

adopted by the Venezuelans, as well as all kinds of imported

household furnishings and office equipment. Seeing similar

articles in use in the foreign colony has influenced this

trend to a marked extent. (1)

Another example of changed conditions is found in

the eastern section of Venezuela in the State of Monagas,

where development work by the oil companies is having a

decided economic effect by giving employment to hundreds of

laborers, increasing their buying power and creating a mar'x-et

for products from the United States. The centre of these

activities is in the C^uiriquire field. Small stores have

sprung up in the near-by village of Garipito, and there is

now a condition of prosperity in the vicinity. Even

Iviaturin, a small city of about 15,000 inhabitants, has felt

the effect of this development and the stores are now much

1: "Commercial and Industrial Development of " enezuela" -

Op. Git. - p. 27-28
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better stocked, as many of the Venezuelan laborers are pur-

chasing food products brought in from the United 3tateE.(l)

Practically all the large American oil companies,

as well as many other American concerns, are interested in

Venezuelan development, either directly or throu^^h their

connections. Likewise, the principal English and Dutch

companies, together with a number of others of different

nationality, are either holders of tracts of possible

petroleum lands or are carrying on developemtn. More than

100 petroleum companies were registered in Venezuela in

1930. (2)

There are in use nearly 400 storage tanks with a

capacity of 85,000 to 100,000 barrels eacxh, and a total

capacity of around 20,000,000 barrels. There are in service

more than 75 tanker ships capable of carrying 13,000,000

barrels of oil monthly between Lake Maracaibo points and

ocean terminals. (5)

Venezuela has 1 oil refinery, 6 topping plants,

4 absorption plants, and 3 compressor plants. The refinery,

which is located at Sam Lorenzo, has a daily capacity of

approximately 17,000 barrels. The six topping plants have

a combined daily capacity of about 8,115 barrels. The

topping plants are locatea at Cabemas, La Salina, La Arreaga

,

Tarrafield, and El Iviene de Acosta. The natural gasoline

obtained from the absorption and compressor plants is

generally turned back into crude, whicn is refined or

exported. (4)

1: "Commercial anc Industrial Development of Venezuela'' -

Op. Git. - p. 28
2:
3:
4:
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The oil refinery, topping, plants, absorption plants,

and compressor plants are all owned by subsidiaries of

foreign corporations. These plants recover annually for

domestic sale and export about 1,000,000 barrels of gasoline,

18,000 barrels of kerosene, 4,000,000 barrels of fuel oil,

35,744 barrels of gas oil, some 1,200 barrels of absorption

oil, 51,000 barrels of distillate, and nearly 40,000 barrels

of naphtha bottoms. Three topping plants producing com-

paratively small amounts are operated by oil comipanies merely

to obtain products for their om use, these products not

entering the local market or export trade. Much of tne pro-

duction fromi the four absorption plants and three compressor

plants is turned back into crude, v/hich is refined or

exported, and it is felt triat natural gasoline cannot be con-

sidered as a commercial motor fuel, as a product by itself. (1)

The total length of all pipe lines equals 249 miles.

The following figures show Venezuelan oil production fromi

1921 to 1930, and the succeeding table shovi/s the yearly ex-

portation from 1926 to 1930. (2)

1: "Gominercial and Industrial Development of Venezuela" -

Op.Cit. - p. 29-30
2: Ibid - p. 30
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PRODUCTION

Thousands
Year of Barrels

1921 1,4^3
1922 2,201
1925 4,201
1924 9,042
1925 19,687

Thousands
Year of Barrels

1926 36,911
1927 63,134
1928 105,749
1929 137,500
1930 137,OX

EXPORTS

(Barrels of 42 Gallons)

1926 33,473,644
1927 55,605,431
1928 97,900,141
1929 127,506,932
1930 135,305,226

MEXICO

Active production in ..iexico commenced in 1901 in

the Ebano field in the Panuco River Basin near Tampico. In

1902 the Isthmus od Tehuantepec was explored, and in 1907

the Cougas field, now called Furbero, was opened success-

fully. The producing areas of Panuco and Topila in the

Panuco River Basin, and the Juan Casiano and potrero del

Llano fields were discovered in 1910. production in all

fields increased rapidly to the peak year of 1921 with the

"Golden Lane" of Tuxpan, when i^exico held second place in

the world petroleum production with 193,397,587 barrels.

Deom 1921 production declined to the estimiated figi,ire of

32,000,000 barrels in 1932. Other important field in

.<-exico are the Alamo in Tuxpan, the Cerro Azal in

Tepezintla (Vera Cruz) and Los Karanjos in Amatlan(Vera Cruz)
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Mexico's potential oil-bearing lands are estimated at

150,000,000 acres, of which about .01^ has been exploi ted . ( 1

)

The first refinery was started in Furbero in 1370,

the combined refining capacity of i.lexico being now given as

340,000 barrels per day, tne chief refiners being El Aquila,

Huasteca, Pierce Oil and La Corona in Tampico, and El Aquila

in the Isthmus. The crude oils are of two t:,''pes - the

heavy asphaltic type and the light paraffin base crude, those

of Tehuantepec, Tobasco , and Chapas being especially light

and rich in lubricants. (2)

There has been a considerable decrease in the

number of petroleum refineries in Mexico during the past

few years. While there are nine refineries of a combined

capacity of 332,000 barrels per day, the number in operation

has been reduced to five. In addition to the five plants

in operation, the Oia Mexicana de Petroleo "El Aquila",

S.A., is at present rapidly contemplating a refinery in

I«lexico City. It is stated that trie plant will begin opera-

tions early in 1932. (3)

The daily topping capacity of plants operating at

Tampico is approximately 80,000 barrels, that at Minatetlow

33,000 barrels; it is estimated that the refinery at Mexico

City, when com.pleted, will have a capacity of about 10,000

barrels a day. (4)

All the operating refineries are equipped with

heaters of modern type and vi/ith bubble tanks for fraction-

ation. At Tampico, the Gia. Mexicana de Petroleo El Aquila

35 "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931" - Op.
Cit. - p. 25

-4? Ibid - Loc. Cit.
1: Oil and Gas Journal, September 3,1933 - 31(42)16
2: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
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operates a v^ax plant with a capacity of 1,200 tons a month.

The same co'Tipany operates at Tampico the only asphalt plant

in the country. The capacity is 6,000 barrels. The El

Aquila refinery at Iviinatetlow makes practically all of the

lubricating oil refined in Mexico. (1)

The cracking equipment of i/iexico consists of a

1,000 barrel plant operated at the Minatetlow refinery of

El Aquila and a 3,000-barrel unit whicn is being erected by

Huasteca at their Tarnpico plant; both of these are liquid

phase. There is a vapor phase, 1,000-barrel unit operated

by El Aquila at Tainpico, and a similar plant is contemplated

for Mexico City refinery of the same company. (2)

In general, natural gasoline is recovered at

practically all tiie fields, but, with the exception of the

plants at Francita and Agua Duke, (both El Aquila), the re-

covered gasoline is mixed back with the crude for pumping to

the refineries. ' The Agua Duke plant produces 320,000 gallons

per month and tne Francita 52,000 gallons of natural gasoline

which is blended at the- refinery. The Agua Duke plant

includes a stabilizer. (3)

COLOMBIA

The only petroleum refinery in Colombia is that of

the Tropical oil Co., located at Borranca Bermeja,a port on

the lower wagdalena River. The crude treated there com.es

entirely from wells belonging to the Company. The nearest

1: ''Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931" - Op.
Git. - p. 25-2 6

2: Ibid - Loc .Cit.
3: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
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of the wells are situated about 12 miles from Borranca

Bermeja. The crude stills are provided with modc-rn overhead

equipment of the bubble-tower type and have a potential

capacity of approximately 7,000 barrels of crude per day.

During 1950, the crude oil throughout averaged 3,500 barrels

a day, the yield being approximately 67 per cent fuel oil,

22 per cent gasoline, and the remainder kerosene and

internal-combustion-engine oil. A lubricating plant with

vacuum-still equipment was completed and placed in operation

during December 1930. (1)

According to figures published by the Ministry of

Industries of the Colombian Government, the production of

petroleum products in tnis country during 1930 was as

follows:
Barrels

Gasoline 285,144
Kerosene 55,675
Absorption Oil 17,665
Fuel Oil 818,693
Lubricating; oil 17,024

The Andian National Corporation (Ltd) operates a

375-mile pipe line with a daily capacity of 50,000 barrels

extending from Borranca Bermeja to the port of Cartagena on

the Caribbean Sea. (2)

The other c-ountries of South America which produce

less than one per cent of the world's production of

petroleum in a year are Argentina, Peru, Trinidad, and

Ecuador. The 2^ will be separately taken up in tnat order.

1: "PetroleujTi Refineries in Foreign Countries" - Op. Git. -

p. 9

2; Ibid - Loc. Cit.
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ARGENTINA

Argentina to date has produced only about ,45 per

cent of trie world's total production. In 1932 her share

amounted to .99 per cent and in 1930 this percentage was ,93.

There are at present in operation 15 petroleum

refineries having^ a total daily capacity of about 46,0iX)

barrels of crude petroleum. In addition, tv;o other refineries,

with a combined capacity of 17,500 barrels daily, are near-

ing completion. All of the important refineries, existing

and under construction, are equipped to do both topping and

cracking. The smaller plants do topping only, (1)

Information concerning the production in the re-

fineries of the various products such as gasoline, fuel oil,

etc., is available only for the Yacimientos Petroliferos

Fiscales (Argentine Government) and the Cia Ferrocarrilera

de Petroleo. (2)

The refinery of the Cia Ferrocarrilera de Petroleo

produces gasoline and fuel oil; the proportion is one barrel

of gasoline to four barrels of fuel oil. (5)

There are no long oil pipe lines in Argentina,

although from time to time proposals have been made for

their construction. Diadema (Royal Dutch) operates a pipe

line from tne Commodoro Rivadavia field to ttie coast. This

line has a capacity of 7,000 barrels a day and is 27 kilo-

meters in length. (4)

There is but smiall production of natural or casing-

head gasoline in Argentine oil fields; the quantity ontained

1: U.S. Department of Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin
No, 784 - ''Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries '

P.l
2: Ibid
3: Ibid
4 :

" Pe trcieurn :ie i inerle s in Forel
. .

• .-
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from Comrnodoro Hivadavia during 1929 amo-unted to only

118,308 barrels, compared with 68,536 and 42,806 barrels ob-

tained during 1928 and 1927, respectively. This gasoline

has generally had an averse^e gravity of 79.5 A.P.I, The

Cia Lerrocarrilera de Petroleo during 1928 and 1927 produced

12,137 and 9,579 barrels, respectively, of natural gasoline.

Private companies operating in the Plaza Huincul field pro-

duced 1,838 barrels of natural gasoline in 1928 and 9,441

in 1929. (1)

PERU

Peru is tenth in world production, having yielded

.64 per cent to date or 154, 875 ,0'00 barrels. She produces

yearly from 10,000,000 to 14,000,000 barrels. (2)
'

There are two petroleum refineries in Peru, one

belonging to the International Petroleum Co., of Canada,

and the other to tne Establecimiento Industrial de Petroleo

de Zorritos, owTied by Faustino Q. Piaggio Sociedad (Ltda.),

Gallao, Peru. (3)

The refinery of the International Petroleum Co.,

located at Talara, has a daily capacity of 16,800 barrels

of crude and storage space for approximately 2,000,000

barrels. (4)

The Establecimiento Industrial de Petroleo de

Zorritos operates a refinery, employing the batch process,

at Zorritos, Peru. Its capacity is about 1,000 barrels a

day, although it now treats only 220 barrels. In addition,

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries" - Op. Git. -

p. 2
2: Ibid - p. 31
3: Ibid - p. 31
4: Ibid - Loc.Cit.
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there is a small plant for the chemical treatment of kero-

sene. There is a storage capacity of 3,500 barrels of

refined products and about 5,000 barrels of crude. (1)

The production of the LaBrea y Parinas fields is

over 1,800 barrels a day, and tne product is about 79 A.P.I,

gravity; that of the Lobitos fields is around 250 barrels a

day and averages 76 degrees A.P.I. (2)

TRINIDAD (3)

Trinidad only produces about 10,000,000 barrels a

year, yet has four very fine refineries.

The Trinidad Leaseholds refinery is a thoroughly

modern plant. It includes three topping plants, a four-

unit cracking plant, and a kerosene-oil installation. There

are good storage facilities and convenient docks and other

shipping requisites.

The plant of the United British Refineries is also

a modern refinery, using the Trumble system.

The Trinidad Lake Asphalt Operating Co. (Ltd) uses

the products of its refinery in recovering lake asphalt.

The plant is a fairly modern topping installation.

The V/est India Oil Co. refinery is also a fairly

modern topping plant; that of the Trinidad Central Oil

Fields uses the batch system.

ECUADOR

Two petroleum companies with major Investments of

British capital are operating in Ecuador. One of these

1: "Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries" , Op. Cit. , p. 31
2: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
3: Ibid - p. 39
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companies brought in a two thousand barrel well early in

1931 and the other a two hundred and fifty barrel well more

recently. Local refineries supply approximately 65 per cent

of the gasoline consumed in Ecuador, while the remainder is

imported at present from Persia. (1)

The following official figures for refined products

are from a report of the Gonsul-General , based on information

published by the Ministry of Finance and the Inspector General

of the Kines:

Production of Refined products in Ecuador

1929 1930
Item ' (Gallons) (Gallons)

Commercial Gasoline 1,385,162 1,848,153
1,073,659 1,096,410

33,414 33,210

The following is the total production (in barrels

of 42 gallons) of cr'ude oil in Ecuador, according to the

same source of infor*mation: (2)

1925 139.671
1926 316,923
1927 407,177
1928 1,083,676
1929 1,345,753
1930 1,552,915

Exports of crude oil from Ecuador were as follows

(in m.etric tons) in tne years indicated:

1927 46,761
1928 122,961
1929 156,164
1930 161,102

1: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of foreign and Domestic
Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin Ho . 773 , "Economic
and Financial Conditions in Ecuador", 1931 - p. 11

2: Ibid - Loc. Cit.
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During the three years 1928-1930, the bulk of the

crude oil exported went to tne United States. Total exports

of gasoline in 1929 amounted to 328,558 kilos valued at

157,335 sucres, and in 1930 totaled 239 kilos valued at

191,661 sucres. Practically all the shipments of gasoline

at this time went to Colombia. (1)

There are three petroleum refineries in Ecuador.

During 1930, 160,456 barrels of crude oil were treated,

compared with 146,592 barrels in 1929. The crude oil treated

comes entirely from wells belonging to the operating com-

panies, all located on the Santa Elena Peninsula, province

of G-uayas .

The wells of the Anglo-Ecuadorian Oil p'ields (Ltd)

are near Ancon, about 9 miles from the refinery, to which

the crude oil is pumped through a pipe line. Their daily

yield in 1930 was approximately 4,167 barrels. This rose

to 5,000 barrels the next year, as a new producer well was

brought in. The Ecuador Oil Fields (Ltd) has its wells

near the refinery at Qantiva. Its yield runs about 290

barrels a daj . (2)

Neither natural gas nor casing-head gasoline is

produced in Ecuador. Natural gas from the oil wells is

piped from the casing-head to tne boilers, where it is used

as a fuel to make steam for operating the pumps. .It is not

metered, nor its quantity measured in any way.

The refinery of the Anglo-rJcuadorian Oilfields (Ltd)

1: "Economic and Financial Conditions in Ecuador" - Op. Git. -

p. 11
2: U.S. Department of Commerce , Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin No. 784 -

"Petroleum Refineries in Foreign Countries 1931" -

1932 - p. 11
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at the Libertad, is the only modern one in Ecuador. The

equipment consists of shell stills, and both continuous and

batch methods are used.

The equipment of the refinery of the Ecuador Oil

Fields (Ltd) at Salinas, consists of three small shell

stills, while the Viggiani refinery is also using antiquated

equipment, consisting of shell stilis. (1)

1: Trade Information Bulletin No. 784 - Op.Cit. - p. 11
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CHAPTER VI

AMERICA^ PARTICIPATION IN WORLD fv^ARKPJTS

Imports

To be marketable, crude oil supplies which are de-

veloped in remote countries must find their way to refineries

and be converted into salable products in the form of refined

oils. The United States, in the development of its own

petroleum resources, has built up a great refining industry.

Its facilities for manufacturing the products which are in

demand have attracted, and will continue to attract, foreign

raw material wnich includes crude petroleum and fuel oil, in

addition to topped petroleum. Furtherm.or e , its position in

supplying the world witn petroleum products will remain im-

portant until such time as foreign production and refining

facilities are far more extensively developed than they are

at present. (1)

For these reasons, imports of oil into the United

States do not indicate with any exactitude the barrelage

extent of America's actual dependence upon foreign oil. Most

of the oil imported is of heavy quality suitable for use

chiefly as fuel oil, and much of it enters marine use. Some

is "topped" or refined, however, and v/ith modern refining

methods, an increasing gasoline recovery is being obtained. (2)

The following data, obtained from the Bureau of

1: Division of Public Relations, American Petroleum Institute,
"Petroleum Facts and Figures"second edition, p. 89

2: Ibid - p. 90
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Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the United States Department

of Comrr.erce, will show how much of each product was imported

during 1933. Note that fuel oil, including topped oil, made

up 99.6 per cent of the total amoijint imported.

Imports of Refined Oils for 1933

Barrels

Fuel Oil, including Topped Petroleum 13,932,977
Unfinished Distillates 19,195
Finished Light Products 25,070
Illuminating Oil 8,752
Lubricating Oil 4,295

Total Imports 13,990,289

A large decrease in imports of refinery products

to United States in 1933 was for the most part due to taxes

imposed by the Federal Government in 1932. The figures for

1933 are 13,990,289 barrels as compared to 29,312,000 barrels

for 1932. (1)

These taxes have greatly aided the market for

California products in Eastern states. The import taxes on

crude oil and refinery products , which first became effective

in June, 1932, have practically stopped the importation of

several refinery products, especially kerosene and lubricat-

ing oil, and this decline, which is confined to the East

Coast and tne Gulf Coast, has created a greater demand for

California oils, particularly the heavier products. (2)

Imports of crude oil and refinery products totaled

1: Oil and Gas Journal - January 25, 1934 - p. 12
2: Ibid - p. 12
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only 46,271,000 barrels as compared with the 193k; total of

74,494,000 "barrels, a decline of 38 per cent.

As seen in the following table - Ko. 5 - the United

States imports most of its crude petroleum from Venezuela,

Colombia, and Mexico. Imports of this crude oil have been

steadily decreasing during the last five years - i.e.

1929-1933, inclusive.

In addition to this, our imports of refined oils

have been falling off also. Our chief sources of refined

oils or, more correctly, topped oil, as this product makes

up 99 per cent of cur imported oils, are: The Dutch West

Indies, f/iexico, Venezuela, and Canada. The Dutch West

Indies is the leader with 88 per cent.
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Exports

Crude oil and. each of its refined products are sub-

ject in export, as well as in domestic connTierce, to distinctly

different trade factors. Altiioui^h the various products come

from a common source, they are almost totally different as

regards factors of supply and dem.and. Exports of crude oil

are negligible as compared with total domestic production

and imports. The bulk of the outgoing crude oil goes across

the border by pipe-line to supply Canadian refineries. (1)

According to statistics of the United States Department of

Commerce, 75 per cent of the crude oil exported in 1931 went

to Canada, 66 per cent in 1932, and 50.3 per cent in 1933.

The exportation of kerosene and lubricating oils

consumes a considerable proportion of the total of both

domestic production and imports. The exportation of gasoline,

and of gas oil and fuel oil is relatively small. (2)

American foreign sales of petroleum products have

shown steady and consistent gains during recent :years as

dem.onstra ted by tiie fact that exports of such products from

the United States increased from a value of almost

$452,000,000 in 1925 to more than |562,000,000 in 1929 - an

increase of ^;illO,000 , 000 during a period of four years, or

an average annual gain of some ;|27, 000 , 000 . Refined

petroleum oils accounted for m.ore than 85 per cent of such

foreign sales, frasoline is the largest single item in the

list of petroleum exports from the United States, exports of

this commodity during 1929 being valued at almost

1: Division of Public Relations, American Petroleum Institute,
"Petroleum Facts and Figures", second edition, p. 31

2: American Petroleum Institute - Loc. Cit.
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|267,000,000 . Exports of petroleum products as a group take

third place among major classifications of American exports

and rank second among manufactured or processed commodities

exported, (l)

The growing production of crude petroleum and the

development of refineries abroad, with tne resultant competi

tion in refined petroleum products, make it increasingly im-

portant that the American producer and exporter should keep

posted concerning foreign markets and their trend. (2)

The United States occupies an outstanding position

in the international trade of these products, its foreign

sales of such products heing about equal to that of the rest

of the world combined. (5)

About 25 per cent of the oil consumed in foreign

countries is exported from the United Ststes. Ten American

companies control the bulk of this trade. More than one-

half of the gasoline shipm.ents are exported to Europe, about

one-fifth to the other Americas, and one-tenth to the Far

East and Australia. Africa is a small gasoline consumer.

The United Kingdom has bought nearly one-third of our export

able surplus. France has purchased about one-half of this

quantity, and Canada has been third in importance. China

is our largest consumer of kerosene, and the United Kingdom

and Japan are about tied for second place. The largest im-

porters of cur lubricating oils are France and the United

Kingdom, and substantial volumes are exported to Belgium,

1: U.S. Department of Commerce - Trade Promotion Series #99,
"International Trade in Petroleum and its Products -

1929", 1950 - 175 pages - p. 1

2: Ibid - p. 1

3: Ibid - p. 1
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jermany, British India, and Australia. The most extensive

exports of fuel oil are made to Chile, Panama, and Japan ;and

the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, Cuba, and Argentina are

also important buyers. (1)

Our chief customers of crude oil a re, in order of

their importance: Canada, Europe with France predominant,

Japan, and Cuba. Our exports to Canada have remained steady

during the last four years. On the other hand, our crude

oil export to Japan and Europe is growing every year. Our

biggest customer is Canada, which took 50 per cent of our

total export in 1955.

Concerning the export of refined oils, our customers

are, in order of importance: The United Kingdom, Japan, France

Canada and Germany. The United Kingdom is our chief customer

leading all countries in purchases of gasoline, kerosene,

lubricants, and wax. Exports of gas oil and fuel oil to

Japan continue to increase and are at a relatively high

level. Our exports of refined oils to France, Canada, and

Germany have decreased during the past five years. (2)

1: Osborn,C. - p. 289-290
2: U.S. Department of Commierce, "Crude Petroleum . and Petroleum

Products in 1951", by G.R. Hopkins and A. B. Goons, p. 665
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TABL2 9

U. S. PRODUCTION, IMPORTS and EXPORTS OF ALL OILS
(in Thousands of Barrels of 42 U . S .0-allons

)

Year Production Imports Exports

1918 355,928 38,943 67,056
1919 378,367 54,161 62,758

442,929 108,794 77,279
472,183 128,776 70,315

1922 557,531 135,947 72,702
732,407 99,608 100,058

1924 713,940 94,534 115,207
763,743 78,137 111,747
770,874 81,284 129,029
901,129 71,662 131,242
901,474 91,167 145,120

1,005,594 103,567 153,550
898,011 105,618 156,499

1931 851,081 86,087 124,394
785,159 74,494 103,275

1933 898,874 46,271 106,525

Includes crude petroleum and refined products.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

TABLE 10

PERCEiJTAGE OF CRUDE OIL and REFINED OILS
in IIvlPORTS and EXPORTS

Year
Imports Exports

Crude Oil Refined Oils Crude Oil Refined Oils

1918 96.9 3.1 8.8 91.2
1919 97.5 2.5 10.0 90.0
1920 97.6 2.4 11.1 88.9
1921 97.3 2.7 13.6 86.4
1922 95.8 4.2 14.7 85.3
1923 82.3 17.7 17.2 82.8
1924 82.3 17.7 15.5 84.5
1925 79.1 20.9 11.8 88 .2

1926 74.2 25.8 12.0 88.0
1927 71.8 28.2 12.1 87 ,9

1928 87.4 12.6 13.1 86.9
1929 72.7 27.3 17.2 82.8
1930 58.8 41.2 15.2 84.8
1931 54.9 45.1 20,5 79-5
1932 60.0 40.0 26.5 73.5
1933 70.8 29.2 34.5 65 .

5

Sourc e: U. S .Department of Commerce
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CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages we have attempted to show-

just how foreign oil developments have affected the American

petroleum industry. The facts show that the United States,

once omnipotent in refining and producing activity, has been

steadily losing ground to other foreign countries which are

now forging ahead steadily in production and refining.

Directly this means that less crude petroleum is being

shipped to this country for refining purposes, due to the

growth of refineries abroad. Moreover, our exports of re-

fined oils will continue to drop, due to the growing

independence of these foreign countries, and figures bear

this out. In addition to this, our exports of crude are

growing, showing that this ccuntry is now shipping out oil

which will, in turn, be refined in other countries. All

this goes to prove that foreign refining capacity is

increasing more rapidly than foreign demand for refined

petroleum products.
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